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WHEN KING ALBERT OF some temporary obstruction ahead, 
Belgium visited the United States and we onlookers crowded up close 
several years ago he distinguished to _get a g~od look at th: distin-
1 gmshed pair. An old Indian from 
himself by the ease with whi~h he the Six Nation reservation nearby 
met and mingled elbowed his way through the 
with people. He crowd and putting up a brown 
P?ssessed the dig- paw, ~hout~d cordially in quite 
mty of real man- good English "How are you, Mar-
hood, and had quis ?" The marquis shook hands 
n?ne. of th~ fal~e and laughed heartily. The inci-
digmty which 1s dent went off quite as smoothly as 
d e P e n d e n t on if the old. fellow had been officially 
place and power. presented. 
Quite accurately * * * 
.he , has been call.. I TALKED ONCE WITH A 
ed demo c r a t i c. railroad man who had had charge 
That term has of special trains-on which royal or' 
often _been used to other dignitaries were being car-
describe a pose ried about the country, and I gain-
~hich . expresses ed the impression that such a job 
itself m hand- is not one to be. coveted. As a rail-w. P. Davies h k · d 
. . s a 1 ~ g an roading job alone it is exacting, for 
back-slapping, with nothmg of the everything must be made to work 
3pirit of real cordiality beneath it. with perfect smoothness. In addi-
~lbert was democratic in the sense tion there is · to be considered · the 
:hat he liked people and was in- temperament of the guest· and roy-
:ensely interested in them, just as al guests may be as te~peramen-
. uman beings. tal as famous actors sometimes are. 
*** ,. *** DURING A CAMPING TRIP IN HIS EXPERIENCES OF 
on his tour of the west the 'king this kind the railroad man looked 
was placed in charge of a veteran back with pleasure on having 
frontiersman named Bill, who had charge of the tour of the crown 
been chosen for that duty because prince of Sweden. The prinpe was 
of his experience., skill ·and absolute remembered . a~ a splendid fellow,' 
trustworthiness. · He was to be the courteous, companionable, and al-
king's personal guide and attend- ways thoughtful of the comfort and 
ant during the trip. Bill was a convenience of those around him. 
good guide, but he was not up in But when mention was made of 
court procedure. · The committee Queen Marie of Rumania my 
in charge undertook to instruct friend wouldn't say a word. He 
Bill in· advance in the niceties of just held up both hands and · shook 
behavior. Among other things he his head. 
was to address the king as "Your * * * Majesty." JIM MILLOR, THEN SECRE-
* * * tary of the Greater North Dakota 
IN A MOMENT OF PRIVACY association, and still a director of 
over their first camp fire Bill ad .. that body, was responsible for a 
dressed the monarch about like unique bit of North Dakota pub-
this: Ii city in connection with Queen 
"I been brought up ··here in the Marie's visit. Wherever she went, 
west, and I know ·Something about delegations of dignitaries boarded 
mountains, and animals, and ·such, her train and had to be introduced 
but I don't know how they do to her, and it ,would not be strange 
things in big cities, or where you if her nerves .became ,somewhat 
come .from. These folks have been frayed. 
tellin' me how I should talk to you, * * · * 
and about callin' you 'majesty,' JIM DIDN'T PAY MUCH AT-
and all that, but I don't seem to ten tiol\ to· dignitaries. He arranged 
get it. I'm sure 'to get it all balled that the queen's train crossed the 
up. So if it's all right with you state it should be boarded at vari-
I'll just call you 'King,' and you ous points by little groups of farm 
call me 'Bill." women:-right off the farms. The 
The king assured him that it queen was immensely pleased. She 
· would be all right, and it was had had little opportunity to meet 
"King," and "Bill" thereafter. And people except on parade, and she 
the two became fast friends. enjoyed the experience of meeting 
* ~ * those of her own · sex fresh from 
MANY YEARS AGO I STOOD their domestic duties, and talking 
. in a crowd in Brantford~ Ont., and with them as woman to woman. 
saw the new governor general, the That stunt got more attention in 
. marquis of Lorne and his wife, · the the e~stern· papers than did all the 
royal princess Louise, go by. As meetings :vvith officials and profes-
• their carriage came opposite where sional greeters on the rest of the 
; I stood the parade was halted by! trip. 
A FEW DAYS AGO I ~UOTED I AM TOr:ttf' THAT UNDER 
from a letter from a correspondent our own yellow clay which ex-
concerning the shipment of finish- ' 
r 
ed lumber from southern Ontario tends down in some spots for many 
to Grand Forks fet:t .. there ls blue clay quite sim- 1~ 
in 1879, which ilar to that in our great eastern 
would be immedi- clay banks and it seems that it is 
ately · after the . '. . · f 1 r 8 t ii d the plasticity of this clay under 
reached ltr ~~ d certain condit~o~s of moisture 
F rk Th R d and pressure which accounts for 
r·o e/· v 11 e he the instability of our river banks d~:wnoan edyi taast and man~ of our building founda-
s n tions 
sections for other • * * * 
building material PRESIDENT KANE OF THE 
such as was pro- . , ' duced later much Un~versity, tells me that ~e has ex-
nearer home. In ammed the slide on the river bank 
the late seventies at Crookston, and has found b~ue 
I assisted in ship- clay oozing up through the crevice 
ping brick from along which the settling occurred, 
navls. southern Ontario although the layer· of blue clay at 
to Winnipeg. That seems a long that point is many feet below the 
way to send to a district which is surface. ~pparently that clay has . 
underlaid with clay suitable for been sufficiently plastic to flow un .. 
brick making. der great pressure, and the upper 
* * * strata. has forced_ lt out of place. 
PRIOR .TO THAT TIME BRICK * * * 
had been made on a small scale ·IN THIS SITUATION SECUR-
in the vicinity of Winnipeg but ing heavy buildings becomes quite 
the outfits were -small and 'crude a problem. Deep footings · do not 
and the product was rough. Then seem to serve. Some engineers 
came Winnipeg's first boom. There have reached the conclusion that -
was violent speculation in city lots, in much of our territory it ls nee-
and buildings were erected in an- essary .in effect to float out heavy 
ticipation of the real growth that buildings by means of unusually 
did not materialize until ·some broad footings, so that the weight 
years later. There was urgent de- will be well distributed, and as far 
mand for more brick than could as possible to tie the structures to-
be turned . out by the small local gether so that there will be no dis-
yards, and of a better quality than tortion even if some settling does 
could be turned out by the "slop" occur. 
machines which had served well * * * 
enough until that time. THIS EARTH OF OURS IS AN 
* * * unstable structure, anyway. . Cali-
OUR NEWPORT y ARD s fornla has its quakes, but every-
drew their matetial from an inex- where there have been vast changes 
haustible bank · of blue clay, and for in the form of the surface of our 
moulding .and burning they had the planet. For many miles the Bur-
latest appliances then in use. The lington road runs along · the left 
product was considered remarkab- bank of the Mississippi, almost lev-
~ Jy fine, · and there may ·still be in el with the water, with the great 
· Winnipeg buildings that are faced ricky bluffs on the other side ot 
· with brick that I helped to bauL the track. Scattered along on the 
* * * level ground between the foot of 
. THAT BLUE CLAY WAS PE the ·bluffs and the river are occa-
' culiar stuff. In the bank, tn a ·mod- sional villages and numerous farm 
, erately moist condltlon, it was . a houses. In the farm yards, some-
, dark blue-almost black. Exposed times within ,only a few feet of 
to the weather until it became·. dry dwellings, are great rocks which -
it was a medium gray, and it 
I 
at some ·u~e have broken off the 
· burned still •ighter! We young- crest of the-escarpment and plung-
sters were in the habit of whittling ed .~own to their present position. 
crayons out of the blue clay and Other rock hangs · almost over the 
letting them, dry until they were farm yards, and I have often won-
quite hard, when we ·used them , for dered who will be at home when 
decorating fences. With . a littie some ot that rock lets go, as it 
excess· moist_ure· the clay ·became surely will, some day. It may be 
exceedingly plastic, -almost fluid,· years, or centuries, but down it will 
but very tenacious. come. 
DOWN ALONG · THE NORTH because of the temperature, which I 
!Atlantic seaboard the people are averages about 40 degrees, man's 
probably . in some doubt whether mind works at its best. 
they are digging out or digging in. * * * r 
Digging they are, FAR BE IT FROM ANY RESI- t 
with · all their dent of the northwest to question . 
might, after an- the mental stimulus that comes e 
other in a sue- from low temperatures. It may be 
cession of the recalled, however, that men reared 
worst storms and in· climates quite different from 
heavy snowfalls that of a New York-New England 
that have been coast have done some rather nota-
k~own for years. ble thinking. Columbus belonged 
In New York city to the Mediterranean area. Da 
surface t raff i c Vinci seems to have been. able to 
w a s practically t?ink t? good purpose in any de- t 
suspended during sired direction. Greece · produced 
the fatest storm. some interesting works of art and 1 
The s u b w a y is thought to have considerable in-
trains continued fluence on political, moral and 
to run of course philosophic thought. The Egyptian 
w. P. Davies but when subur~ pyramids bear evidence of .careful 
banites got to their home stations planning and skillful execution. As-
1 they still had to get home. 'some- syria. gave to the world a great , 
times they had to travel blocks code of morals. Arabia gave us 
and sometimes miles. ' our system of numbers. Greece laid i 
* * * down the -foundation of our mathe-
AS ONE RESULT OF THE ma.tics and our medicine. From 
storm the sporting stores have the eastern .shores of the Mediter-
done the biggest business in years. ranean .we received the laws of 
People have bought out their entire Moses, the psalms of David and the 
stocks ot certain kinds of goods, Christian religion. 
not for purposes of sport, but for * * * 
the sober purposes of utility Skis ,THE MAIL BROUGHT A CARD 
snow-shoes, heavy stockings: high advertising . a g~an~ . . roundup 
overshoes, ear muffs and stocking May 24-25-26 at Miles City, Mont., 
caps have been sold out and fac- in connection with the golden jubi-
tories have been unable to keep up lee of the city. The show will be . 
with the demand for more. It has staged under the auspices of the 
become common practice for those Montana Stockgrowers' association. 
living in the suburbs to travel on The card is in red and gilt, and 
skis or snowshoes from home to printed with a crazy assortment of 
station, check their outfits there type. I was only mildly interested 
reclaim them on their return and until I found that the general 
so travel home ,through or ov;r the chairman ·of the arrangements 
· drifts. committee is-· 'J. D. Scanlan, which 
* * * makes it different. 3oe was a Her-
THERE MUST HA VE BEEN ald advertising nian way back 
some spectacular performances when. Falling from grace into 
with those outfits. Skis are tricky politics _he ~ot himself elected 
enough for the novice, but for the chief clerk . of the house at Bis-
. inexperienced person to make any marck. Then he went to 'Montana 
headway at all on the regular web and got into the newspaper busi-
snowshoes is ne:,ct to impossible. R. ness on his own account,' . and he 
M. Ballantyne, aut.hor of some of has built up a fine business in 
the best stories ever written of out- spite of the fact that he has con-
·door life in the northwest a · cen- tinued .in politics. He ls, or was ~ tury ago gives some amusing de- last. year, Republican state chair-
scriptions of the efforts of the ten- man for Montana. I'd like to go 
derfoot to get the hang of passing to his show. 
the broad part of one shoe over * * * 
th,e .other at each step instead of SOMEBODY ASKED ME . THE 
str~ddling in order to keep them other day how the tulips are com"'.' 
from tangling. ' ing along. They have not been 
* * * coming. During the severe . weath-
> ·THE .DIRTIER THE WEATH- er they have just stayed th~re, leas 
er the more enthusiastically do than an inch above the group~. 
loraI residents of the locality come But . there they are, and during 
· to its defense. Thus we find Dr. these mild 'days they have shown 
t Huntington of. Yale, ·assuring the,' signs of activity~ They know 
world that the best climate in the when to move and when to stand 
t United States, and. necess~rily, one still. A warm day brings them up 
supposes in the world, occurs along a little, and on a cold day they just 
, the Atlantic coast from Boston to hold everything. .They are inde-
Atlantic City. There, he tells us, fatigable and unconquerable. 
WHEN X INTENDED TO 
write that President West, of the 
u. N. D., had told me something 
about the 1llpJ?lng of the river 
bank at Crooke-
ton my fln1er1, 
having been. ac-
customed to a dlf-
terent movement, 
"WTOte Prealdent 
:Kane lnl!tead. I'll 
make it right 
w l th Preal4ent 
flret time I 
meet him. As for 
Dr. Kane, he II 1n 
Florida, and will 
know nothing 
about ft. Any.i 
way, If he had In-
spected that clay 
· .bank he would 
told me about It ft I had aak-
hlm. He was · always accom-
mo ttng that way. 
* * * rr WOULD HA VE BEEN 'A 
kindness to the memory of Charles 
A. Lindbergh Sr., former congress-
man from !lhme ota. to refrain 
from . Teaurrect111g Illa book,. "Your 
Country at War," which has just 
been published. The book, sched-
uled for public tlon while Ameri- · 
ca was In the World war, seems to 
have been suppressed, wisely or un-
~ely, by the aovernment at that 
time. The theory on which sup-
pression was based was that the 
publication of the book would tend 
to obstruct the tov rnzn•nt In tts 
prosecution. of the war by lnterf er-
tng ,vtth the sale of Liberty bonds 
and by promoting resistance to the 
4tatt. 
* * * THE BOOK KAKBJS CHARGES 
ot graft and corruption in high 
places, an that se~ish tntereats 
would make money out of the war. 
Because 1ome of then charges, 
mad in general terms, have .been 
proven ln partlcular Instances, · the 
author has bten credited with ·pr<l4 
found ec noriito knowledge and the 
gUt 4)! ptophect. · The shttple fact 
11, ot course, that simllar charges 
cou14 be ftttng, broadcast In ant 
country and in any age, past, pres-
ent or future, and specific facts 
co 14 be 1ound to justify them, · no 
matter ho little those epeclflc 
taeta might be typical ot the g&ll-
. eral situation. 
* * * 
'.Im. LINDBERGH lf;At) NOT 
th economic and political genius 
that as sometimes been attributed 
to hlin, for obviously · commercial 
DutJ>qses, since his dea.th. Not :is 
there reason to believe that he was ·. 
actuated by · the sinister and un-
patriotic motives that were some-
tnnes charged a atnst tin in the 
-emoitonal distortion of the war pea. 
. .. .. - - --
noa. ne was a man 1V!io e mine! 
traveled in a narrow track, who 
had been fascinated by and had 
accepted in full and with slight ex-
amination a social philosophy 
which has swept many more pro-
found thinkers. beyond their depth. 
His absorption in that philosophy , 
impaired his sense ot timeliness 
and proportion, led · hiin into · exag-
gerations and false conclusions and 
caused him to take a poslUon 
~hich constituted, in eftect, defi- , 
ance of his government In time o'f 
war, though in his book he is care-
ful to a void declaration of that 
purpose in so many words. 
. * * * THE BOOK ITSELF IS DE-
void of literary merit~ Much of 
it is made up of Jong exiracts from 
!peeches delivered by the author 
in congress and elsewhere, care-
lessly thrown together. Its argu-
ments, whatever their value, have 
been f amfliar for generations. · The· 
only interest which the book has 
at this time lies in the fact that 
the author was the father of Col-i 
onel Charles A. Lindbergh, and its 
!publication at this time is tinder- · atan~able only on. ~ the~1l _Ulat. 
there . waa ••n .the ·prospect qf 
' making. a few dollars by· capltaliz-
lns the · f~ler'• f~e. a:r;id :even his 
terrible tragedy. An introduction 
la 1lped by Walter E. Quigley, 
t~ly ot ~ast ." Grand Forks, 
who appeara as one of the owners 
of ~• OOPJrlaht, and who was tor 
a abort time associated with the 
elcle bergbr tn the, practict of 
law ,n Mmneap Us. 
* • * . 
-., .• •·.iu~ITY OF NO:R,TH ii,.. received a 
I IAl'11C1'.1<>tne oon on ot the.. oom-
phen Foster, pre-
entecl brary by the Fd4ter 
Ball oclaUoii. Hywel c. Bow-
land, head of the ·music d~partment 
of th Unlver1lty, describes the col-
lectl~11, ~ ~omp~ete ; 8.Jld. v~luable. 
It la ~~n~n~d .f~ th~ee .large. flles 
which: a~e enclos~d ln. a metal cab-
inet. ·The music is :rao simile of 
the original · editions aa far as pos-
sible, · and the collection . is well 
ind~ed. Lovers of Foster will be 
interestea in looking over this val-
uable collection. 
IF THE PICTURE "ESKIMO" '1 seal, wearing dark clothing and 
ls accurate in detall, and presum- Imitating as closely as possible the 
ably it 'is, the langpage spoken by p~arance and movements . of a 
those far northern people makes seal. The real seal, he says, fa thus 
no use of the deceived, as it is an animal ot limit... 
first or second ed visio:p, and in t.hl:s way the hunt-
P e r s o n a 1 pro- er is able to approach within 
n O u n s. T , h e range. Eaeh of the several methods · 
speaker refers to of hunting the seal has its advant-
himself to the ages, these depending on t.he con .. 
person .' addressed ditions surrounding the hunt. In 
and to an absent winter the hunter waits with spear 
person by the Es- poised over the hole In the lee to 
kimo equivalent which the aeal must come to 
ot "one." Stefans- breathe. · 
son, in some of * * * 
his works on the KIDNAPING IS BY NO MEANS 
A r c t 1 c, devotes a new industry. Twenty years ago 
some attention to the newspapers were prompted by 
the Eskimo tang- the mysterious disappearance of a 
uage and Eskimo young girl to list cases, .. roumably 
dialects of which of kidnaping, which bad occurred 
Davis. there ~re many, in half a century. The girl whose 
but I think he does not mention disappearance prompted the sum· 
this feature. He does, however, mary was Katherine Winters, a girl 
make the statement, very surpris- of 9 who disappeared mysteriously 
: ing to me when I read ft, that !rom her home at Newcastle, Ind., 
, the Eskimos use a vocabulary of in 1913 and was never seen again. 
· about 15,000 words. Her father, Dr. w. A. Winters, was 
* * * convinced that she had been Jcid-
. THIS IS QUITE DIFFERENT naped, although there never was 
from what is usually found among any definite evidence to that ef-
primitive peoples. The black pea-; feet and no demand for ransom 
santry of Haiti, for instance, are was m~de. The father, whose 
said to have a vocabulary of not means were scarcely sufficient to 
more than 300 words, about . half tempt kidnapers, spent years 
French and the other African. searching ' for. his daughter, but 
Perhal)s the word . ''primitive'' ls found no trace of her. 
not the correct one to apply to the * * * 
Eskimo. While they have had little MOST CONSPICIOUS OF THE 
contact with white civilization they earlier kidnapjngs was that of 
are skillful and resourceful and Charley Ross, of Germantown, Pa., 
have developed a civilization of wh() was stolen In 1874. His story 
their own which bears evidence of has been told many times. In the 
keen intelligence. It Is said that case · the father spent the rest of ~ 
because . of their multiplicity of his life searching for his son. In i 
words there are :few outsiders who later years numerous men In vari-
. ever become completely familiar ous parts of the country either al- < 
with their language. · leged themselves or were alleged t 
* * * by others to be the missing Charley · 
A COMPARISON OF HUNTING Ross, but in no case w:ere such as-
methods ls suggested by the bit in sertlons verified. r 
the picture dealing with the stalk- * • * 
ing of a seal. A white hunter ap- IN 1903 LITTLE EDWARD 
proac}les t1;ie unsuspicious seal be- Cudahy, son of the packing house f 
hind a small screen of white sail- magnate was stolen and later re- t 
cloth mounted on a little sled and turned on the payment of a sub-
pierced with a hole for the rifle stantial ransom. In 1909 Billie 
barrel. Thus concealed the hunter Whitla was stolen from Saron, Pa., 
is able to get within range of his and later returned upon payment 
·' quarry. of ransom. 
·*** *** STEFANSSON DESCRIBES OTHER CASES LISTED TWEN-
descrlbes a different method which ty years ago were those of Walter ' 
he used with success. The north-, Sander, of Atchison, Kansas, of f 
ern seal, he says, has learned that whom nothing was ever heard; i 
the white bear . is a dangerous J ohnnis Navin, of Boston, who 
enemy, and _is certain to seek safe- just disappeared and was never 
ly on the approach of a man dress- heard from; Stephen Hasenon, of 
ed in white fur. Quite naturally Philadelphia; and Sadie and Mar-
the man is mistaken for a bear. tin Jamison, who were kidnaped 
Stef a~sson made his approach on their way to sc ool and were 
by crawling on th~e lee toward the never heard from. 
GRAND FORKS PEOPLE 'Wa: 
have come in during the past fif 
teen years or so have heard of the 
King Richard banquet as one of 
outstanding 
events of the 
past, but not 
many of them 
have any clear 
idea of what ·it 
was. Even those 
who participated 
in that remarka-
ble ga t h e r i n g 
have no idea how 
it came about. 
On this, the 
twentieth a n n i-
versary of the 
banquet, I ~ am 
able to tell the 
w. P. Davies world of the ori• 
gin and progress of one of the 
most spectacular events in the his-
tory of tbe northwest, which was 
started without plan, and which, 
tr,eing itself from the control of 
, its orlginatoi,s, grew of its own vi-
tality and spontaneous momentum 
to a dazzling and impressive· cli-
tnax. 
* * * SO FAR AS ITS ORIGIN CAN 
be traced the affair grew out of 
the need of Don Moore for a beef 
steer tor the Corp and· Clover con-
·~entlon, an annual gathering de-
;voted to agricultural betterment 
and the demonstration of agricul-
tural possibilities. Moore was sec-
retary ot the Commercial club, and, 
by virtue Qf that office, manager 
ot the Corn and Clover convention. 
For the convention held early in 
1914: Moore needed a beef steer 
which he could use on the platform 
for demonstration purposes. He 
made his wants known to Fred 
Goodman, who may have been 
president of the club at that time. 
* * * GOO.DMAN HAD NO STEER 
right at hand, but he was interest-
. ed with Dick Kingman of Hillsboro 
) in a bunch of range steers which 
were being fed on their . joint ac-
count. He telephoned Kingman 
and Dick agreed to have the right 
kind of steer on hand when the 
time came. He picked out a likely 
young animal, fed and pampered 
him, and trained him until the ani-
mal would follow him around like 
a dog. That steer, known as King 
Richard, after being used in the 
demonstrations, was slaughtered 
with imposing ceremonies at the 
· official opening of the municipal 
abbatoir .• 
* * • 
IT. WAS AGREED-.-THA';r THE 
carcass should be sold to local dea]... 
ers, but as the meat was of prime 
1 quality. Kingman suggested that a 
chunk should be reserved to be 
served at a dinner to be given to 
I; friends of the two owners. Each 
agreed to make up a list of five or 
six friends and submit it to ·the 
other before invitations were sent. 
When they got together each found . 
that the other had omitted several 
J
1who should be Included, .and pres-
ently ey had a list of about 30. 
I That, lt was decided, was too many 
I or too few, that the thing had to be done in a big way or not at all, and 
• it was decided to do It in a big 
way. 
* * * INVITATIONS PRINTED ON 
· paper made from flax made in a 
* * * FORMER GOVERNOR SARLES 
presided a~ toastmaster. Mr. Hill 
was the P.r1nclpal spe~er, and he . 
had the time of his life. An ad-
dress on agricultural topics was 
delivere~ by Oean Russell, of the , 
Up.lvers1ty of "Wisconsin, . Short 
talks were made by Governor Han-
na, Joseph Chapman, of the North-
western National bank of Minne-
apo.Iis, Mayor Nye of Minneapolis 
MaJor Murphy, of the Soo road' 
~resident McVey, Qf the u. N D ' 
and others. A kangaroo c~urt 
which pre.ceded the dinner was pre- i 
s~ded over by Frank B. Feetham 
who rendered decisions and lmpoS.: 
ed sentences unparalleled in th 
history of jurisprudence. e 
* * * . THUS WENT . AN EVENT 
which grew to magnificent . prop r 
. Grand Forks plant, were sent to . 
railroad men and bankers in the 
Twin Cities and to prominent men 
th:roughout the state, and greatly 
to the surprise of the committee, 
which by this time consisted of 
Goodman, Kingman and J. D. Ba-
con, everybody accepted. Not only 
did everybody accept, but clamor~ 
ous requests for invitations came 
from · all sorts of unexpected quQ.r-
ters. The committee threw up its 
hands and said: "Come on! We' 
can't tell where we'U put you, :for 
the Dacotah dining room will be 
full. But we'll try to squeeze you 
In somewhere!' 
tions out of nothing, wliose ort ~ 
ato~s were carried along by forces 
. -. which they had let loose, but could 
~ not control, and which brou ht 
: together a larger group of men lut- e 
standing in the development of the f 
northwest than eve~ met before or a 
* * * ON THE MORNING OF MARCH 
7 James J, Hill arrived with a par-
ty of friends on his special car. He 
NVas told that rooms had been re-
served for him at the hotel. He 
inquired: "Where are the boys?" 
He · was told that the "boys," some 
of them in their ,seventies, would 
be at the Commercial club rooms 
during the day. ''All right,' said 
he, "take me there." He spent 
most of , the day, visiting with old 
friends, many of whom he had not 
seen for years, but whom he rec-
ognized, and who were to him 
"Jim," and "Tom," and "Pat,'' as 
~f old. 
* * * LATER IN THE DAY A SPE-
cial train arrived from the Twin 
Cities, bearing other distniguished 
men, and in('the evening close to 
400 men were packed in the hotel 
dining ioom for the dinner, at 
which choice bits · of "King Rich-
, ard" were supplemented by cuts 
from other animals less celebrated. 
All availJble members of the Com-
mecial club served as waiters, and 
the service was speeded up by the 
infOl'mal dumping of · empty dishes 
into a promiscuous pile in the 





~ BBNDMCKSON, 11Ui '11U'l' RAN ~8 WAS A 'Bil,, 
l'ourih avenue, North, Wfltes: "I markable fellow. \1VheUiu or llOt 
belteve very few readers of 0. 0, he. expeqted hts diary ever to be 
Kelntyre's 'Dally ~mmen.te from J)Ubllahed nobody knows. Opinions 
New York' •ctu- 911 the subject are In conflict. Cel\-
ally have a Clear ta.inly he left no Instructions for. 
vision as to hi• publication, anc\ his use of a secret 
now - and - then cypher and . the eJttraordinary 
sub - title of 'DI- frankness of.the revelations in the 
ary of a Modern diary seem to indicate an Intent 
Pepys.' Why not that there should be no publlcatlon. 
Inform them that Yet, if the diary were not to be 
Mr. McIntyre Is published, why was it not de-
attempting to Im- strayed? 
itate S a m u e 1 · * * * 
Pepys' (1663-1'103) THE ANSWER . $1CEMS TO BE 
diary and Its that the diary was. b~gun, and ln 
charm which lies g~neral was carried on as a pel'--
• . in Its artless rev- sonal, liltlmate ·&.n(I 11eoret recofd, 
elation of the man but that there was In the back of 
hhnself? Pep Y s the writer's mind also the scarcely 
W, P. Davies did not pµbllsh conscious thought of publication, 
his diary, but it "MI.B found among concerning which no de.fln.lte · decl-
hls books, a very long document slon was ever reached. 
written in cypher. A eentury later · * * * 
it was rediscovered, translated and WHATEVER MAY HAVE 
published, and it has proved to be 
one of t~ most entertalnl11g books been the Intent of .P~Yllt the 
of the world. - world ls Indebted. to ht,n;L for what 
* * * ls in -many resi,,ota tile 'belt au~ 
"HE TELLS OP THE KOST biography ever wrlttea pd the 
trlvlal matters as thQugh they were best picture ever drawn bf the 
matters of moment, -;rtiat he !lad mo~e ln\lmate Pha.te• Of London 
for dinner, an accl4ent tQ his foot, life ln the Restoration period and 
his lll(lng for sleep ~ · flirtations the years Immediately · feUO'lf'lllg. 
hts quarrel with his de and th~ As an autobiography the work ls 
attractions of tbat good lady when Incomplete in that it contains Ut;. . 
she was presented at .x,un. etc. tie suggestion of the writer's pub-
* * * lie activities and his re11.Uy sul).: 
"I DlAGINm YOO' REALIZE atantlal services to the nation. 
O. O's mock~ -but, how about • * * · 
, thousands of l'eaiers? By the wq, PEPYS WAS ONE OJl TSE 
those 11um8l'Oll8' readers, I am sure, delegation sent to the CQD.tlnent to 
would deUgbt to fin~ your article convey the lnvitailoo to Charles n 
in The Hefald every time it isn't to return to the throne, and one of 
the1'8. those who accompaalecl bim home. 
* * * He was made secre~ of the ad-
,mrz ACCOUNT I GA VB OF miralty, liD'. omc, wlilch he held for 
Samuel ;pepys is abstract from the sev,eral years. He ~ a cap1J,ble 
i:elldi I was studying this eV'ening; adrhln.istrator ~ Ullder his direc-
r.'Llterature and Llte,.Book Hour, by tion the ~vy WN .brought to a 
~low Miles. It Is our text book high state of elQQ!ezm,. By many 
for lDngllsh IV B at Central High writers he is creditecl with being 
schooL" the founder of the British navy of 
* * * today. 
NATtmAI!,LY EACH COLUMN- * * * 
1st runs his own column· to snit CAPABLE AS HE WAS, PEPYS 
htm1elf. Doubtless McIntyre takes reflected in his .own conduct the 
It for granted that Pepys (I under- characterisilca of the times. Brl 
stand they pronounce it Peeps over ery was one pf the accepted way 
ln London) Is as famlllar to his of getil~g thlnp done, and the 
readers as any literary personage public official waa expected, N 
ls likely to be. At the same time matter of course, to feather his 
he must realize, if he gives it own nef!t. Whll• giving tb,e nation 
ought, that there are readers to splendltf :llet'Vlae as an admlnlstra-
who111 the celebrated diarist ls a tor Pepys amassed wealth in ways 
ati'u,er'. To aplaln rnlght be In- \Vhlcb In these days would have 
tetpreted ~ the assumption of a Je,nded him in prison. There are 
~lzing ab-- of superiority which still those who seek to make pu~ 
m!Wbt be ,;esented. For me to vol- Ile Qtfl~ & .ineans of profit to them 
Qleer an explanation would be selves. but the thlnp which theYi 
"--l'eMtun:ptldua meddling with an- find lt necessary to conceal from 
1.Mit.111• man~s work. 'Tile problem ls public obeei:u.tloza 1"1'8 done quite 
aolftcl neatly and happily by my openly and as a matter of course 
yow:,.g oorrespondent, who supplies three )lundred· years ago. In spite 
tJie neQ8&1&17 lnfonnattoa in such of ijJe penln.ence of a 11ood manY. 
~ that It an gt.,.. otreue to no undeslra.ble things, we do aeem 
bave • • progreu. 
--~-~~ -~~---~"--'--" 
· THE M A I L H A s Ju IS '1' I preJuttice(l; It was easier for an 
· bought me an envelope, all proper- old love to be rekindled than for 
' ly addressed and sealed, which on a new fire to be lit. The fact is 
' opening I found contained nothing. Archer's text sometimes gave us a 
The envelope is surer sense of what Ibsen meant 
the regular gov- to convey than this ~oubtless 
ernment stamped more accurate and more identical 
envelope but does form. Yet Hult may be nearer to 
not co~tain the Ibsen even in those critical pas-
sender's name. It sages. Hult's version, with its 
-was stamped at' seemingly: gay metre, might, on the 
the Grand Forks Ups of a great actor, be a still 
ostottice at 7 P. more poignant thing. The ne':': i. March 7 and translation sent us back to Ibsen. 
the address was * * * 
written with pen. . ANNOUNCEMENTS CONCERN-
!f the pers9n ing the World's Fair at Chicago, 
who thought be which is to be continued through 
was sending me a the coming summer say . t~~t the 
· ti O n area covered by the exhibition is commun1c a . 
. which called for a to b_e lessened ·this year by the e:t-
Davis. reply and failed clus10n of the long, narrow strip 
· k wledgement hap along the lake shore to the south, to receive ac no - i ill · ·t t d th' he will know why a change wh ch w save v1s1 ors 
::~s m:;e:unt :p the miBSlng mis- a good many miles of walki?g. 
ive. If it was a bill there's no The main features w~ich oc.cup1ed 
s A ld time will do. the southern extension w~Il be 
hurry. ny O moved to the northern sect10n. 
* * * * * * SOME TIME AGO REV. W, I SUPPOSE THAT IT IS NEC-
Murray Allen sent a copy of Dr, essary to have a lot of noise at a 
Hult's "Peer Gynt" to Dr. John A. big fair. Those in charge seem to 
Hutton, editor of the British Week- think so. In the old days barkers 
ly, the outstanding journal of so- in front of the tents made a good 
cial and religious progress in Brit- deal of noise, and they were ably 
ain. Dr. Hutton has won distinc- assisted by bands playing, colored 
tion throughout the English-speak- persons beating toni-toms, and so 
world for the ability and sound forth. But science has come to th 
judgment of his literary reviews. aid of the noise-makers and ha 
His interpretations of Francis provided machines and loud-speak 
Thompson and Robert Browning ers for whose force and volume 
have gained hlm world recogni- there is no limit. I enjoyed the 
tion, and he ts recognized as an au- fair last year, but I should have en-
thority on Ibsen. His revie_w of joyed it more if it hadn't been so 
"Peer Gynt" in the February 15 ls- noisy. 
sue of the :British Weekly is the * * * 
first review of Dr. Hult's transla- THEY USE Y E L L I N G, 
tion to be published by a Euro- screaming devices which fill the 
pean. The review closes with air with a deafening barrage of 
the following paragraphs: sound, the main purpose of which, 
* * * as nearly as I can gather it, is · to 
"'PEER GYNT' IS IN VERSE; persua~e people to buy so~ething. 
and this new translation by Profes- Maybe 1t works that way with oth-
sor Gottfried Hult of the Univer- ers, but not with me. There are 
sity of Dakota is probably- as near certain products whose names I 
, 11.n approach as we shall ever have can't hear e"'.'en yet. with~ut having 
in a foreign tongue like English to my ears. begm to rmg wit? the r~-
the very thing which came from verberations of the horrible di~ 
Ibsen's so fruitful and glancing from those loud speakers. I don t 
pen (as it was in those days.) expect to attend the fair this year. 
* * If I do I shall stuff my ears with 
* cotton and wear ear muffs. 
"THE TRANSLATION IS AC- * * * 
companied by a scholarly introduc- MY NEIGHBOR, MRS. P. J. 
tion and by most helpful notes- Ferguson, has the first butterfly 
these together of lilpecial value for of the season, at least in this neigh-
a teacher with a class. The trans- borhood. Last fall one of the fam-
lation pays proper respect to the Uy brought in a caterpillar on a 
part which William Archer played twig, and grub and twig were 
in bringing Ibsen amongst English placed temporarily between the 
speaking people; though he does window and the screen. Next 
not mince words over the verisimili- day, when it was planned to re-
,tude of Archer's translation of move the caterpillar it was found 
Peer Gynt. Yet there is this curi- to have enclosed itself in a cocoon. 
ous thing. Having read this new From this a large brown butterfly 
translation, we re-read afresh ha.s just enierged, making its exit 
Archer's tra.nsla.tlon. With what through an opening about the size 
result! Well, we probably are of a lead pencil. 
WORKING AS A YOUTH IN 
the office of & biscuit and confec-
tionery factory back east, I had oc-
casion one day to visit one of the 
candy rooms on 
· an errand to the 
foreman. At one 
end of the room 
were the boiling 
kettles and the 
marble slabs on 
which the hot 
melted mixtures 
were poured. At 
the other end a 
dozen girls were 
at work packing 
candy. They were 
nice girls, and I 
approved of them 
~an of them~ but 
w. P. Davies when the whole 
gang got to razzing one fellow, 
which they did on the slightest 
provocation, they made it tough 
going for him. 
* * * 
MY BUSINESS WITH THE 
, foreman being completed, after 
the usual light persiflage with the 
girls I started on the return ~rip. 
On one of the great slabs was a 
50-pound batch· of candy which had 
recently been poured and was ly-
ing there until lt was cool enough 
to be pulled. The exterior of the 
mass was already cool enough to 
touch. Idly I )landled this as I 
passed-our notions of sanitary 
measures then were somewhat 
sketchy-when I applied too much 
pressure and my fingers broke 
through the crust and into the 
bolling hot interior. 
* * * 
UNDER: SUCH. CIRCUM-
stances the proper procedure would 
be to jump up and down and yell 
and wave one's arms, for the stuff 
was 11caldlng me like fury. But I 
did nothing 9f the kind. There 
were those pesky girls just at the 
other end of the room. If they 
. knew I had burned my fingers the 
. whole gang would laugh at me, and 
I wouldn't have any comeback. I 
· had been whistling when the thing 
; occurred, and I just kept on 
. whistling, and with that scalding 
. mass of sweetness sticking to my 
· fingers I walked with my usual 
dignity, and considerable alacrity, 
to the exit. 
*-· * * 
: I HAD A FINE ASSORTMENT 
, of blisters, but I had my own se-
cret and I kept it until a decent 
interval had elapsed and I could 
divulge ft with good grace. I sup-
pose there are many occasions 
when, even without a flock of girls 
in the picture, a fellow will whistle 
valiantly while he ls secretly 
, clutching a handful of boiling hot 
I taffy. 
• * . * 
THE PROCEEDINGS AT VAL-
iey City and Jamestown durlngthe 
' past week were strongly reminis-
cent of the days preceding the en-
actment ot our primary election 
laws. The avowed purpose of the 
primary law was to abolish the 
convention. The convention sys-
tem is sometimes mentioned, with 
unconscious humor, as a thing of 
the past, when, as a matter of fact 
there has never been a year sine~ 
the primary law was enacted when 
political conventions have not been 
held, and no recent year In which 
conventions have not been far more 
numerous than they were under 
the system which was supposed to 
be abandoned. 
* * * IT WOULD BE INTERESTING 
if McKenzie, LaMoure or others 
.ho figured fn the early poUtical 
1story of the state could return 
and visit one of the conventions 
which we are fn the habit of hold-
ing now. Those men would find 
most of the methods with which 
they were familiar in full swing 
now. · It may be that there has 
r been some loss in forceful person-
, ality, but the machinery Is almost 
a duplicate of the old, and it oper-
ates in the same old way. 
* * * WE HA VE ONE MAN IN THE 
state :whose pul)Hc career is not· · 
likely ever to be duplicated. I 
1906 John Burke, who had won 
reputation as one of the leadin ,_ 
lawyers of the"State,· was nominat <,.-
ed as the Democratic candidate' fo 
governor. In preceding elections 
the Democrats had polled as a rule 
about 30 per cent of the total vote, 
and their state candidates were re-
garded as sacrifices on the altar of 
party loyalty. But In 1906 the op-
position which Governor Sarles 
had encountered in the convention 
which rel}.o~inated .him was car-
ried Into / the fall election, · and 
Burka was elected. For the first 
time North Dakota had a Demo-
cratic governor. 
* * * BURKE WAS RENOMINATED 
fl\ 1908, and althoug ln that year 
Taft was given tile presidential 
:vote of the state, Burke survived. 
He was r&-elected in 1910. In 1912 
having almost completed his third 
term, he was endorsed by his fel-
low Democrats ot the state for vice 
president. He did not receive that 
nomination, but President Wilson 
appointed him treasurer of the 
United States. Not long after his 
retireme:nt from . that position he 
returned to North ·Dakota to round 
out his career on . the supreme 
bench of the state. Three times 
governor, United States treasurer 
and state supreme court justice! 
rI'hat is quite a mark to shoot at. 
l HAVE NO DOUBT THAT EV- Issue of 1919, th legislature being 
ery newspaper man In the state ot the opinion that the cost of the 
has wished, hundreds of times, that 
, the state government would re- book was too great to permit its 
sume ·publication continuance. The volume ot 1919 e 
of the biennial justifies that criticism. It is an 
Blue Book, and imposing volume of about 700 e 
that wish must pages, at )east half of which might 
have been shared just a~ well have been left out. In 
by a multitude of these there ls presented a betero- ~ 
others who have ge eous collection of material, bis-
need for statisti- torical, scientific, biographical, to- t 
cal information gether with a lot of junk. Much of 
about the state this material is interesting, in its 
and its govern- proper place, but there is too much 
ment. Lack of of it for a Blue Book and- not 
such a publication enough for a c~clopedia. s 
brought down to * * * 
date necessitates THERE IS CONSTANT 
the keeping of mand for election statistics. Tbey 
cumbersome files, ought to be published in conveni-
Davls. exami n a ti on of ent permanent form so that they 1 
newspaper records, and inconveni.. w~ll be readily available, There f 
ence in a dozen different directions. should be published next year a 0 
In the early days of statehood a Blue Book bringing election figures 
Blue Book was is.;med after each :UP to date, witb. such other facts e 
egislative session. The first Blue relating to state government as-
~ooks were modest affairs, contain- ~ave a proper place ln suci,. a pub-
ing the texts of federal and state bcat~on. Thereafter the detailed e 
constitutions the · act admitting election figures could be confined 1 
the state to 'the union, summaries to t~ose · ~f the preceding st~te 
of the votes cast in former elec- election, with the others summar-
tions for federal and state can di.. ized. Such a book would he small I 
dates and some miscellaneous in- and compact, and with a complete 
form~tion. set one would be provided with all 
* 
. * * necessary infor~tion of that par-
ticular kind. 
WITH THE PASSAGE OF * ~* * 
years the volumes became more BIOGRAPHIES OF OTHER 
bulky. Repetition of election statis- than official persons tables of 
tics accounted for some of this, as weights and measure~, Instructions t 
each election added ~nother collec- how to measure a stack of hay, his-
tiQn of figures. Then there devel- tory of the flag; and tne text of nu-
(?ped a tendency to add extraneous merou1 statutes, all of which served 
matter until the b_ook began to as- to pad the 1919 book, should be left 
sume the proportions of a young for other publications in an entire-
cyclopedia. One interesting addi- ly different field. Publication of a 
tion to the contents was made quite book containing the essentials 
early in the century by the lnclu- would not be costly, and it would 
sion of the text of Magna Charta save a vast amount of digging into 
with the other constitutional mat .. miscellaneous records. 
ter. · *, * * 
* * * ONE OF THE OLD BLUE 
THIS WAS DONE ON MOTION Boo~s served me in a curious way. 
of State Senator Leslie Simpson of An election was approching, ~nd 
Dickinson. Simpson made the point I was che<;king over the figures-
that the Great Charter of King of a previous election for purposes 
John is of historic Importance to of comparison. The desk telephone 
Americans, as in ·the development rang and a voice said: "How many 
of our democracy the principles votes did John Burke receive for 
an4 gUarantees set torth in Magna governor ln 1908?" It happened 
Charta have occupied an important that I was working on that partic-
place. He considered ·it fitting, ular table and had the figures 
therefore, that means be provided right before me. I replied Instant-
. for familiarizing our people with a ly, giving . the exact figures. The 
, document which had played such! other m~n ·sand: "Thank you," and 
. an important part in our history. was gone. I never knew who had 
The plan was approved and in all Inquired. I have often wondered if 
succeeding Blue Books Magna he credi~ed me with a remarkable 
Charta. appeared. memory or found some other ex-
* * * planation of the promptness with 
· PUBLICATION OF THE BLUE which the information was given, ( 
; Book was discontinued after the down to the last vote. 
- j -
IT IS ALMOST TIME FOR THE county a denying that --she pose 
first robin to make its appearance. for that picture. ~ ~lte . explains tha 
Earlier tn the season it takes a when Dillinger was brought in i 
long period of warm weather to was her business; as Jlheriff, to b 
tempt the robins there, , and that while she wa 
this far north, there, photographs were taken 
and if they come That · will sound pretty thin t 
too early later those who have seen the picture 
cQld discourages The figures are too evidently pose 
th~m and they to have got into their places b 
a r e 1 i k e 1 y t o chance. It will probably be som 
strike o u t for time before ·another sheriff and 
lower latitudes. prosecuting. attorney have their 
But when the pictures taken in like manner with 
season gets along a professional thug like Dillinger. 
to about the mid- * * * 
dle of March the GENERAL JOHN HENRY RUS-
bird-s are ready sell has been promoted to the po-
to undertake a sition of commandant of the ma-
northern flight rines. Announcement of the pro-
. . on slight provo- motion recalled to me one of many 
w. P. Davies cation. At this pleasant experiences in Haiti while 
season two or three days of mild General Russell represented the 
weather are likely to bring a few United States as high commission-
of them here, and almost any time er in Haiti. The members of our 
now, if the weather should con- party were hospitably received and · 
tinue mild, we may expect to hear pleasantly . entertained by him at 
a robin chirping from some near-by Port au Prince. 
tree. . * * * 
* * * SOME OF THE BOOKS SAY AT THAT TIME THE COM-
that our robin is of a different mandant of the marines was Gen-
family from the European robin. eral LeJueune, who was retired 
Our robin is said to be allied to the several years ago on reaching the 
thrush, while the European red- age limit, and who accompanied 
breast is akin to the warbler. The us on our tour of the island~. There 
European robin builds its nest on were then only a few marines left 
· the ground, while ours always builds in Haiti! and ~~e.ir job was to train 
in a tree or occasionally in an open the native mihba, which, at that 
shed. Many of the references to time, had become a very efficient 
, robins which are familiar In En- body. 
glish literature, therefore, do not * * * 
fit our bird at all. WAND E RING 'ALONG { * * * through the native open market, 
:1 MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN which was packed with blacks who 
of the "song" of the robin. It may had brought in their bits of pro-
. be that the European robin is a duce to sell or trade, I had an il-
' singer, , which the American bird lustration of the wisdom of attend-
most decidedly ls not. Its call is ing strictly to one's own business 
• a cheerful chirp, and this is fol- when in a strange place. A naked 
; lowed sometimes by a few notes child, playing on the sand, grinned 
~ which may be said to border on at me as I passed, and, unthink-
., song, but as a musician the robin ingly, I gave the youngster a 
[ does not compare with any one of nickle. Immediately I was tile cen-
- a dozen birds with which we are ter of what looked to me alarm-
- familiar. N evert.heless, its note is ingly like a riot. Men, women and 
.- a happy one, and it is especially children surrounded me, vocifer-
- pleasing because it is the first bird ously demanding nickles, and 
0 note to suggest to us that spring when nickles were not forthcoming 
_, is really at hand. there were . decided evidences of 
* * * anger. While I wondered how I 
e ONE OF THE THINGS FOR was to get out of the mess an el 
Y which John Dillinger and those re- derly black man whom I supposed 
Lt sponslble for his escape have to from his dress and manner to be 
r- answer is the publication of versi- a professional man came along. 
fied accounts of the escape. The He shouted at the crowd which 
,r Akron, Indiana, News, has a rhym- surrounded me, and in what I sup-
ed version of the story, writen pose was French ordered them 
Lt more or less after the fashion of away. The disturbance subsided, 
n Longfellow's "Paul Revere." As the crowd yeilding to his eloquency 
Y poetry the verses leave much to be and the brandishing of a ,heavy 
:- desired, but probably the writer cane which he carried. He then 
t could find no other medium in turned to me, and in more French, 
.- which to express his scorn of all and with additional waving of his 
the parties to that farce-tragedy. cane, he indicated that I had bet-
* * * ter get away from there. I did 
PRESS DISPATCHES QUOTE just that, without stopping to ask 
Mrs. Holley, sheriff of the I~di~na any questions. 
__ ,_ "-·----........--·~~--,.-~---~··~ --~~ --· -,r.,---~-· 
A RECENT ISSUE OF THE,same skis ~ich he then helped to 
Langdon Republican on the origin make are still in successful use on 
ofr the tubular steel landing ski for a plane owned by R. R. Halstead, 
of Beach, N. D. 
airpla,ies, the invention . of which * * * 
has been attribut- AGAR SAYS THAT IN 1928 
ed to T . i t u s Skinner designed a similar pair of 
Richards, of Far- skis for Richards' plane. These 
go, but which, ac- friends of Skinner feel that al-
cording to the though he is gone he should not be 
statements in the deprived of credit for an invention 
Langdon p,a p er which was entirely his own and 
was invented and which has proven thoroughly sat-
used s e v e r 1 isfactory. It does not appear from 
ye a r s ago by the newspaper story that at any 
Claude Skinner of time Skinner attempted to protect 
Langdon pap er, his invention of having it patented. 
deceased. Lang- * * * 
don men who had WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE 
known Skinner pie if any? A nation-wide census 
felt it to be due of pie-eaters, involving an analysis 
to his memory of 12,000,000 meals, shows that ap-
that the facts ple pie is the most popular of all 
should be made known and their American foods. Among pies, apple 
statements are so circumstantial is the men's choice in all parts of 
as apparently to remove all possi- the country. Women also pref er 
bility of doubt. apple pie in the East, but in the 
* * * West they show a slight preference 
THE MEN QUOTED, ALL OF for lemon. 
them Langdon residents, are Wal- . * * * 
ter Ramaga, automobile dealer, W. THE PIE CENSUS, REPORT-
j. Murie, implement dealer, ~oy ed today by the Woman's Home 
M. Wells, mechanic and pilot, and Companion, _indicates that cherry 
Homer Agar, pilot and flying in- pie is growing rapidly in favor ev-
structor. All of these men were ac- erywhere in America. In faat, 
' quainted with 'Skinner, and all as- cherry is going ahead so fast that 
sert that the tubular ski was Skin- if it continues its present rate of 
ner's idea and that such landing gain, it may be expected to outstrip 
, gear was made and used by him. apple pie in about 65 years. . The 
* * * most popular luncheon menu in 
MURIE, WHO LEARNED TO America today consists of a sand-
fly under Skinner, says that the wich, a cup of coffee and a piece · 
tubular skis were designed by of pie. 
Skinner in the latter part .of 1927 / * * * 
and were made by him and Roy THE PIE INDUSTRY, HOW-
Wells. Murie was one of many who ever, has suffered quite seriously 
witnessed the first take-off with from the depression of the past 
them. Skinner, he says, used the four years. Americans eat one-
skis that winter in flying 18,000 third fewer pies than they did at 
miles while patrolling the Otter- prosperity's peak. They ate 75 
tail high line and found them per- million dollars worth of· pie in 1929, 
fectly successful. Murie reports but only 55 million dollars worth 
further that during that winter he last year. 
flew to Grand Forks with Skinner * * * 
in a plane using the new skis, THE 20 MOST POPULAR PIES, 
which, he says, worked perfectly on after apple, cherry and lemon 
the Grand Forks field while it was meringue, are: pineapple, mince, 
found impossible to taxi with a pumpkin, prune, custard, raisin, 
pair of ordinary board skis. He rhubarb, strawberry, cranberry, 
I says that on that occasion Rich- chocolate, apricot, cocoanut, black-
ards, to whom the invention has berry, raspberry, cream, date, 
been attributed, was in the crowd huckleberry, cheese, squash and 
at the G:rand Forks airport and peach. The peak season of the 
took measurements of Skinner's year for the consumption of .pies 
skis. varies considerably in different 
* * * parts of the country, but is usually 
WELLS REPORTS THAT IN either September or February. The 
the winter ot 1927, at the request most intensive use of pie is still 
of Skinner, he ordered tubing for found in the pie belt of New Eng-
the skis which Skinner had de- land, and here the consumption is 
signed, and that in his own weld- fairly steady throughout the year, 
ing shop he did the welding and with no particular peaks or valleys 
bending necessary in the construe- in the curves of s:upply and de-
tion of the skis. He says that the mand. 
NEW YORK CITY'S "BLIZ- so~ewhat as a Californt~ inlght \ 
zard Men of '88'' held their annual listen to a man fro~ Flor~da tell-
ing about the chmabc advantages 
luncheon on Saturday, .March lO, of his state. Out here we could 
. the day being the annivers~ry of match any one of a score of our 
the great bllzzard storms against that of New York 
of forty-six years give them big odds and beat the~ 
ago, and the all hollow. 
members b e in g * * * 
survivors of that A MAN, HIS WIFE AND F,OUR 
memorable storm. or five small children set out from 
While the title of Loa Angeles for Rio de .Janeiro the 
the organization other day in a . 40-foot fishing boat. 
suggests a mem-. The man expects to dQ e~angelistic 
bership of men work in Brazil. He knows nothing 
only, many wom-. whatever about navigation and no 
en participate in more than the rawest landsman 
the exercises, this about the mechantcal handling of a 
being quite in boat. He expressed the cheerful 
keeping with the convlctio:fl that "God would look 
spirit of the age, after them." 
which frowns up- * * * 
W• P. Davies on the exclusion IT IS REMARKABLE THAT 
,f women from anything which individuals, innocent of the most 
omen may wish to be or do. Sat- elementary knowledge of every , 
rda.y's luncheon was held to the other subject, so often consider 
Lccompaniment of falling snow and themselves competent, to interpret 
1owling winds, and New Yorkers the divine will and are willing to 
who had come upon the scene in expose themselves to hazards 
later years thought that they were which would tax even Omnipotence, 
experiencing a real blizzard. That expecting the laws of nature to be 
idea was treated by the old-timers reversed for their benefit. One 
wit~ merited contempt and deri• of these days that boat is likely to 
sion, and the youngsters were as- be found bottom side up, with no-
, sured that those who had not come body in it. Or it will be found in 
through the storm of '88 were not distress and other livea will be risk-
* * * ed to save its occupants from 
FROM THE NEW YORK drowning. 
standpoint that was quite a storm, * * * 
with two feet of snow, wind 60 EVEN . THOUGH GROWN PEO-
miles an hour, temperature below ple may be supposed to have the 
zero and drifts 20 feet high. Ros- right to e;xpose themselves foolish-
coe Conkling, former New York ly and needlessly to great danger, 
senator, was found exhausted on how about those children? Would I _ 
the street during that storm and a couple of weak-minded parents 
died later of exposure. Henry .W. have the right to embark with 
Taft, brother of President Taft, theft children In a row boat for a 
one of the survivors, told · of his trip over Niagara Falls in the calm · 
experiences at the luncheon. He assurance that the Lord would take 
spent eight hours on a stalled care of them. Somewhere, it would 
train, and then, with a friend, seem, there must be p~blic aqthor-
f ought his way for five hours ity to protect young children from 
through drifts. At times they the insane acts of their parents. 
crawled on hands and knees over * * * 
trestles for fear of being blown off. IN :ANOTHER FIELD. MANY 
At the end of the trip their ears fatalities have re·sulted from the 
and fingers were frost-bitten and performance ot aviation and other 
their eyel!ds were frozen open. stunts by inexperienced and im-
* * * properly equipped persons. The \ 
IT IS ALL VERY WELL FOR embryo aviator starts out on an · 
those old New Yorkers to boast of obviously impossible flight, and l 
that storm. Doubtless it WafJ the presently turns up missing. Then 
biggest one they ever saw, and it the real flyers of two continents or-
. was a ~lzable one, at that. But any ganize a search, and in just such I 
old North Dakotan would listen ta sea. rches valuable lives have been \ 
· their stories with amused. tolerance, lost. . . . _ .. · 
........ 
IF I DID N<:>T KNOW AL- simple service in the presence of 
ready that there are many North only a few intimate friends. Sir 
Dakotans and former North Dako- Edward Elgar was famous as or-
tans either temporarily or perma- ganist, conductor and composer. 
nently in Califor-,; "Pomp and Circumstance," which 
nia who like to he wrote for the coronation of 
maintain contact King Edward · VII, ls often heard 
with the old home over the radio. In 1906 Sir Edward 
state, I would be conducted his oratorio, "The 
convinced by the Apostles,'' at the Cincinnati May 
number of clip- Festival. t · 
pings which I *-· * * I 
. have received, d~ THE PAST YEAR HAS BEEN s 
scribing the an- marked by an unusual number of f 
nual picnic of the reports of "sea serpents" alleged t 
North Dakota s~ to have been seen in various parts 
ciety of southern of the world. The most sensation-
Calif ornia, which al of the stories came from Scot-
was held recently land, where seemingly veracious 
.at Long Beach. stories were told of the appearance 
From one of the of a strange monster in Loch Ness, 
clippings receiv- an inland lake. Some have attri-
1 ed several weeks ago I stole a buted the monster to the heavy 
poem by Jim Foley, who was the dew which is prevalent in tlie high-
orator of the day at the picnic. lands • . Others have called it a 
* * * hoax. . Still .. others insist that the 
THE L A T E S T CLIPPING lake contains something concern-
comes in . a roundabout way from ing which science 1s at present ig- . 
Mrs. J. T. Cockburn, formerly of nor ant. · 
Pembina, who moved to Calif ornla * * * 
shortly after the death of her hus- A STRANGE SEA CREATURE 
band, a pioneer Pembina merchant. was actually cast up not long since 
That clipping presents pictures I on the French coast, a fish or ani-taken at the picnic. In one of mal some 25 feet long and 5 feet 
these we see, right · in the center, in diameter, which no one has yet 
Mark Forkner, Langdon publtsher been able to classify. However, a ,, 
and secretary of the North Dakota search of the records brought to 
Press association, who is shown light a picture of a creature of \ 
with his pipe and his flownig black similar size and form which was ?· 
bow tie. Mark ·has been there all beached a century ago, and which . 
winter visiting a brother and hav- was labeled as a rare individual of . 
ing the time of ;tiis life. the whale family. ~
1 
*** *** ~ AT MARK'S LEFT IS JIM FO- ON THE SUBJ:alCT OF SEA I 
ley, poet and columnist, looking serpents In general Charles Has- 1 just about as he did years ago. On kins Townsend, director of the . 
the right ls Oscar J. Seiler, who is New York aquarium, says that ac-
practicing law at Long Beach, and counts of monstrous animals 
at · his left J. H. Worst, former lieu- which people see, or think they see, 
tenant governor of North Dakota result from lack of knowledge of E. 
and former president of the Agri- known animals . or from faulty ob- J 
cultural college. servation. Science has neither the i 
* . * * bones · nor the hide of such a crea- c 
A STRAY CLIPPING FROM ture as a sea serpent to work on. ii 
across the water gives a brief de- In spite of the fact that thousands 
scription of the funeral at Little of stories of such marvelous crea-
Malvern, Worcestershire, England, tures have been told Mr. Townsend 
of Sir Edward Elgar, who bore the says that while hundreds of whal- i 
official title "Master of the King's ing vessels have for three centuries 
Musick." The unusual feature of cruised all the seas, at all seasons, 
the funeral was that, in accordance killing the largest whales, there] l 
with the request of Sir Edward, has been no tangible evidence pro- ~ 
made shortly before his death, duced to indicate the existence of · 
there were no flowers to adorn the any sea animals that are unknown. !, 
casket or the grave, no music to * * * i 
mark the passing of a soul, and no PROBABLY MR. TOWNSEND 
outward evidences of mourning. would have doubts concerning the ~ 
The body of the great musician sea serpent which once was report-
was layl to rest with a brief and ed to have its home in Devils Lake. , I 
JJ1UJIT D VB~ETABLE8 
· are. somewhat eheaper tlia.n Jn 
Grancl F9rks, with othet commodl 
tlea &bout the same price. Local 
Jeople attribute the fine :flavor ol. 
their fruits ta the salt tn the soil. 
".Clie Brtghan1 paopl• obtain gas f ot 
heating and cooking an;d: hot watei-
trom. the satne well, wlUch fa about 
100 teet dHp. Some people hil'Ve 
all tlie luck. 
. * • * . 
'i'Hm STATE OF UTAH, II.AT$ 
Mr. Mills, has acarcetr :.felt the ef. 
leet of the depression. lt 18 our .. 
tetitly reported that in 1928 one of 
the lo:ng-b&arded prophets told hfs 
·. people to ;top sfec. ulatinf in stocks 
and bonds, to s.11 whattiver they 
could, a11.d to 11'1& almply and with· 
In Ui Ir tueans, as tliere ._ere go-
i:ag to be seve:tl lean years tot 
wbleh they must Jdake prepatatton. 
' OM rnt ht suppose that & few 
Mo on prophet& would have beet! 
uteful IA the rest of the country, 
· but probAbly we wouldn't· have 
· paf4 any tnort attention to thern 
1 than tlie f)eopJe did to Noah when 
· he warnE,4 them ot the flood. 
. * * * 
. THm U'l'AH tAl<ES ARE :rtEF-
Uf&a tor millions C,f wild fowl. 
f White awa, MNH anct dueks spend 
, the winter ther , and this year the 
1ak-es did nt>t freeze over. Mr. Mills 
metitloM mae lake three miles long 
a.Ad a, mile wtcie Which he saw lit-
., erally ~eled 'With 1tbite swans. 
t Ontt wwl4 N&reety believe tliat ti there could be so many of those 
e birds in the entire continent. 
e * * * . 
ti LETTERS FROM . ONTARIO 
tell Of eatbst, atld dt,ecially snow 
c61ld1tlona as var1ed within a short 
.. distance a:s between Grand Forks 
t and Pembina. In Huron · county 
l the snow is still deep, with most 
- of the roads impassable except for 
t s1~g?ts, mn~ ftt Toronto, 0111y 100 
. miles away, the s~w bas been 
~~~.t fo~-. ~.!.~~s, ~ __ _ ··- 1,-
A STKA"I' CLIPPING FROM A:ff 
eastern paper say, that a · piece bf 
the original wire ui~cf by Aluan• 
dei- Graham Bcm ln his lnJtlal telei-
plione expetinients· 1Jaa been added 
to the collection ot retfds at the 
Bell homestead· at Br~tford. ·ont. 
The wire was turned over to the 
museum, by Mrs. Emily Sanderson, 
'Who; wit& her husband, occupied 
the Bell place for aome time after , 
the family moved a1Vay. The wire 
had been 1trting around various 
. rooms lJi the house during the 
young experimenter's tests. The 
property Is now kept as a public 
in•moriaL Sliding ri-rer banks have 
threatened the relidence, which 
ha• rt!cently been nioved forward 
80 feet for eatety. · Lut ,summer, 
Wilen t visited t:ti• t,Iac• It med 
as tf the nellt slide muat take the 
house down. 
/ 
ON THE EVE OF THE AP- Thomas Porte, former local l 
peal to be made for tunds for the jeweler and optician. Now living 
Grand Forks Y. y; C. A. in order near Bemidji. 
that its position may be stabilized * * * 
and its useful- OF THE TEN MESSRS 
ness to the com- Clarke and Carothers are deceased 
munity increased and Messrs Griffith and Skinner 
it may be of in- are the two surviving directors 
terest that the as- still living in Grand Forks. It is 
sociation, aa a rather unusual that of a list of 
corporate b o d y ten men prominent in such a move-
has been in exis- ment thirty years ago eight should 
tence just a little still be living. This may be attri-
over 31 years.. I buted to the beneficial influence of 
have before me the "Y." 
the certificate of , . * * * 
incorporation i&- EXACT INFORMATION CON-
sued September cerning the early history of the 
26, 1903 by E, F. association is not avallable at the 
Porter, secretary moment, but E. M. Aldrich, still 
of state. This, living in Grand Forks, parttcipat-
w. P. Davies however, ls not ed in the · first informal organiza-
the actual date of i~corporation. tlon of a Grand Forks Y. M. C. A. 
The articles of incorporatio~ were in the Seventies or early Eighties. 
signed by the incorporators Sep- He recalls that the first meeting 
l tember 6, 1902 and filed with the place was in an upper room over secretary of state September 12, a saloon between the site of the 
1902. For some reason the cer- present old Herald building on 
tif icate was not issued until a year Third street and the railway tracks. 
later. The organizers were young men 
· * * * belonging chiefly to the , Baptist, 
THE INCORPORATORS WERE Presbyterian and. Methodist con-
j. E. Clifford, R. B. Griffith and gregations. 
R. M. ·carothers. In the first or- * * * 
ganization there were ten directors, · DURING THE FIRST YE 
eight of whom are still living, but no secretary was employed, all th 
only two of whom are now resi- work being done by the members 
dents of Grand Forks. The names Devotional exercises were conduct 
of the ten follow: ed each Sunday by one of the mem 
* * * bers selected for that purpose. In J: E. CLIFFORD, FORMERLY 1886 a more formal organization 
engaged in real estate and mort- was effected, with Dr. s. P. John-
gage loan business in Grand Forks. son president, R. B. Griffith trea-
N ow living in Minneapolis. surer and W. E. Parsons executive 
Sidney Clarke, engaged ln bank- secretary. George Gorden was the 
ing in Grand Forks for many years. first general secretary. The asso-
Moved back to his old home in New elation continued in this form until 
York state. Died several years ago. the incorporation in 1902. 
A. S. Elford, district agent 1;1,t * * • * 
Grand Forks of New York Life AT ONE TIME THEY. M. C. A. 
Insurance company. Still in insur- occupied quarters in the frame 
ance work in Seattle or Portland. building on the site now occupied 
R. B. Griffith, pioneer merchant by th~ Panovitz building on Third 
of Grand Forks. Still in business street. Later it occupied part of 
at the old stand. the basement in the Security build-
H. L. Wilson, former business ing, and ft was from that room, 
manager Grand Fork~ Herald. Now I thln.k, that it moved to the pre-
. owner of a prosperous commercial sent building. 
printing business in St. Paul. * * * 
M. A. Brannon, University of THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING 
North Dakota professor ·and dean. was financed chiefly by local sub-
. Now commissioner of education 1n scriptions, though at· least one sub-
Montana. stantial donation from outside was 
. w. A. Currie, member of original received. While plans for the build-
Grand Forks Mercantile company. ing were being got under way 
Now in Minneapolis, where he is H. H. Tuttle, then general secretary, 
prominent in business and civic af- and J. D. Bacon went to St. Paul 
fairs. and interviewed James J. Hill with 
· A. D. Skinner, proprietor of reference to the project and re-
Palace hotel, Grand Forks. Mem- turned with a subscription ·of $5,000. 
ber of local board of education for An addition to the building was . 
many years. erected a few years later •. The 
R. M. Carothers, local attorney original Y. M. e. A. building cost 
and county judge. Died several $40,000, all of which was raised 
~ears ago. · before th s building was completed 
DISCUSSION IN THIS CO 
lumn the other day of the su 
ject of pies prompted further con 
versation among a group of friends 
and in the course 
of that conversa-
tion I propound-
ed a question that 
I have been ask-
ing off and on 
during the ,great-
er part of my 
life: Did anyone 
k n o w anything 
about mint pies? 
Nobody did. No-
body ever does. 
The mere sug-
gestion that there 
can be such a 
thing as a mint 
'W P. Davies. pie is received 
with Incredulity, ridicule and even 
flat contradiction. In my remote 
boyhood I ate, somewhere, a slice 
of mint pie. It was mighty good 
pie. It wasn't like any other pie 
that ever was made. It wasn't 
a custard pie flavored with mint. 
It was pie with the usual upper 
and lower crusts, and the filling 
was of mint leaves sugared, and 
possibly sprinkled with lemon. 
That's an. It was a delectable mor-
Ml0 I never saw another like it. 
Long afterward I mentioned it at 
a family table and was told that 
, the thing couldn't be. Asked where 
· I had eaten it I was not certain, 
' but thought it might have been at 
Aunt Mary's. Aunt Mary was a 
; long way off, but when I next saw 
, her I inquired about mint pie. 
1 She declared that there was no 
; such thing. I had lost my bear-
ings completely. I have searched 
the world over for traces of that 
pie and have found none. It ls 
• like searching for · a chip in the 
· middle of the ocean without knw-
ing the latitude or longitude of the 
chip. Yet I shall continue the 
search. Some day my persistence 
may be rewarded, and what a tri-
umph that will be over those who 
have scorned and derided me! Does 
anyone know a~ng about mint 
pies? 
L _ * * * I HAVE A CHARACTERISTIC 
letter from Dr. J. 0. Arneberg, 
who has been sunning himself in 
Florida, and who writes as fol 
lows from Ralelgh, ·North Carolina: 
* * * ''FLORIDA BECAME A LIT 
tie too warm and damp for m 
, northern blood, so I have gradual 
, Iy moved northward the past thre 
· weeks. This has also given me 
> chance to get better acquainte 
! with the folks living in rural com 
munitles in Dixieland. The pen 
7 insula of Florida is sort of an a 
t pendix to United States and, I dai 
• say, a rather soggy one· at tha 
r With miles of lowlands an 
• swamps almost everywhere, n 
'f wonder that yellow fever and mal 
·f aria thrived when mosquitoes 
the billions carried: the germs o 
l disease from the sick to the wel 
• unhindered by medical science 
ti But for .those enthusiastic, bar 
- working and self-sacrificing men 
of science, most of the world would 
f be the same PEST HOUSE that it 
was in the past ages. I wish that 
every thinking ·. man and women 
would read . the history of the 
'Black ~eath' which raged in Eu-
rope in the 14th century! 
* * * 
''CULTURALLY SPEAKING, 
Florida ls not exactly a southern 
state. Most people resildent here, 
like in Southern California, have 
:. come from some other state in the 
l past 30 or 40 years. During the 
winter months the tourist influx 
· gen~rally accounts for about 40 or 
~ 50 :,er cent of the- po'pulation along 
1 bo~ the Atlantic and the gulf 
. coasts. This year Florida is reap-
ing an especially large tourist 
crop. The most· picturesque figure 
is the original Floridan. The Sem-
inole Indian. I am. told that these 
Seminole tribes really never ac-
cepted the overlordship of 'Uncle 
Sam.' They are a calm and stoical 
people. Nothing seems to ruffle 
them. The SE!minole women do not 
seem to pay the slightest attention 
to the fashions and beauty antics 
of their white sisters! They pro- f 
ceed with their c'Uaioms and cul- r 
ture of the past;-and why not? 
We can learn much of both intellec-
tual and spiritual value from prim-
itive folks, whether they be white, 
black or brown. 
* * * 
.,FLORIDA'S GREAT ASSETS 
are of course her balmy winter cli-
mate and her · wonderful sand 
beaches for bathers to play on and 
-autoracing. The soil is composed 
principally of sand and corral 
shells and consequently very poor 
for agricultural purposes, Many 
,r.e the people who invested their 
life savings In farm lands that 
were, and are, nothing but sandy 
plains mostly covered with water; 
or they bought a lot In a fictitious 
city where there never was any-
thing but a few, thin, cement side-
walks, placed there by the real- , 
tors. Another example of 'rugged' 
individualistic greed!-always at 
the expense · of humanity! 
* * * 
''BESIDES HISTORIC ST. AU-
gustine with its old Spanish fort 
and a touch of Spanish architec-
ture in some of its village build-
ings;· there is one other very odd 
and interesting sight in Florida, 
'The Bok Singing Tower.' This 
was built a few years ago by Ed-
ward William Bok as a tribute 
of his 'affection and love for the 
American people.' Standing in 
about the central part of the state 
and on its highest point (281 feet) 
this beautiful tower built of color-
ed marble and towering to about 
the height of an 18 story skyscrap-
er, makes an impressive sight in 
the wilderness. In the top part 
there are '11 bells-said to be the 
finest Carillon in the world._ (I hap-
pened to. be there on Washington's 
birthday. The music that Mr. An-
ton Bries, Carillonneu1, can get 
out of these bells ls, lndeed, won-
derful,) Surrounding the tower 
are 63 acres of land tor a bird 
sanctuary. On one of the marble 
seats in the garden this is in-
scribed: 
The kiss of the sun for pardon, 
The songs of the birds for mirth-
One is nearer God's heart in a gar-
den 
Than anywhere else on earth! 
* * * "UNDERNEATH THE SUR,. 
face, the south today is prett,y 
much the same Dixie that it was 70 
, years ago. Mentally, and spiritu-
l ally at least, the Civil war is still 
, in full progress. If you ,doubt this,· 
. just let the band play Yankee 
. Doodle!! The negro la- desperate-
i ly poor and ls, in aome localities, 
purposely kept so. The race ques-
tion ls the big problem. Will it 
ever be solved? Let us hope sol-
But It ls a problem for .science 
much. more t,ian for polltic•. 
. • ... * * 
"SPENT A VERY PLEASANT 
day at the University of North Caz.. 
olina with my .old friends: "Prof. 
and Mrs. Frederick Koch and Dr. 
and Mrs. Karl .Fussler. Pm 
Koch and Dr. Fussier are former 
members of the faculty at the Uni-
versity of North Dakota. They 
send greetings to their many 
friends in Grand Forks. Prof. 
Koch has acquired a great deal of 
theatrical fame in the cast 'with 
his Carolina Playmakers." 
* * * AND HJURE IS A PARAGRAPH 
which makes pleasant reading in 
the office, and which I can't re-
frain from passing on to reaclen in 
general: 
* * * 
"I WISH TO • OOMPLBIENT 
you, Mr. Davies, and the members of 
the Herald staff, for the exception-
ally good paper you are editing. I 
know of no city below one hun-
dred thousand that haa a newspa-
per that can compare With the 
Herald. Grand Forks and the peo-
ple in the :Red River Valley can be 
proud of their newspaper." 
BRITISH BROADCASTING IS A CLIPPING FROM A CALI- I 
controlled directly by a govern- fornia paper contains an account 
. . . . of a gathering of society notables 
ment commission, which provides at the studio of Madama Ivey de 
all programs and pays for them out Verley at Las Palmas for the un-
of a fund creat- veiling of the artist's portrait of 
ed by the collec- Mrs. Gretchen Wellman, "lawyer, 
tion of a tax of noted wit and society matron." 
$2-50 per annum Mrs. Wellman will be remembered 
on each receivi~g by Grand Forks friends as Miss 
set. No ad verbs- Gretchen Gallinger. 
ing is permitted. * * * 
Provision is made J'UDGES OF THE SUPERIOR 
for political ad- appellate and federal courts at~ 
dresses to the ef- tended the reception, and among 
feet that . equal the guests were several former 
time must be Grand Forks people or persons 
allotted to oppos- known here. The list includes 
ing candidates or Colonel and Mrs. E. J. L'Esperance, 
to advocates and the former being a brother of E. 
opponents of any C. L'Esperance of Grand Forks, 
proposed public Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rorke, Mr. ' 
w. P. Davies program. I as- and Mrs. Ben Hall Mrs. Anne Mc-
sume that _political parties must Mullen, Mrs. Dan 'Dow, Miss Lou 
pay. for the time thus used by Hall and Miss Cassie Cummings. 
t~em, though I have no informa- JIMMIE ~cCbR;ACK, WHO 
bon on that phase of the subject. delivers milk to the residents of 
* * * . Sudbury, the northern Ontario 
AMERICAN LIS~ENERS OFT- town off from the east end of Lake 
en comment favorably on the free- Superior, where they mine the 
clom of Canadian national chain nickel, hasn't worn a liat in the 
programs from advertising and I winter for ten years, even though 
. ' the thermometer marked 58 below 
have shared what I have found to zero, as it did one day during the 
be a very prevalent opinion that no past winter. He is out of doors 
advertising is permitted on such eight hours every day, and he has 
• programs. This seems to be not never suffered frozen ears or any 
· quit! correct, as the fallowing ex- other frostbites. 
/ cerpt from a letter from Lieuten- * * * 
ant Colonel R. p. Landry, secre... J'IMMY ASCRIBES HIS IM-
tary of the Canadian Radio Broad- munity to the fact that almost ev-
\ casting commission will show: ery night he strips to the waist and 
* * * rolls in the snow. He is convinced 
"THE REVENUE OF THE that the treatment is highly bene .. 
. commission is received largely ficial. Like most others he finds 
through the license fee paid by the a vast difference between low tem ... 
' owners of receiving sets in the perature with and without wind. 
· dominion. This fee is $2.00 each He thinks nothing of 50 below zero 
) year. The advertising content of if the air is still, while -30 below 
programs broadcast on commission with , a stiff wind may be very try-
stations is restricted to 5 per cent ing. · 
of the time of the program. This * * * 
provision is made in the Canadian IN MY OWN · VERY MUCH 
. J;tadio Broadcasting act." younger days I experimented with 
* * * snow baths in the altogether. It 
THOS IT APPEARS THAT IN is a fact that one can stand almost 
t addition to the programs placed on any low te~perature for a short 
I the air directly by the commission, time if one's circulation is good. 
· which contain no advertising, sta- On one occasion I persuaded a 
• tions included in the national hook- chum to join me in a snow bath, 
up may use programs in which not but I neglected to warn him that 
, more than 5 per cent of the time except for the particular spot into 
; is devoted to advertising. The ar- which I plunged, the drifts were 
rangement appears to work out very all crusted over. I can still see 
· well. Some excellent programs are Charlie sliding across the drift on 
L presented, ·and the cost to the list- his sto.mach, frantically trying to 
a ener is negligible. • stop. 
PROMINENCE IS GIVEN B 
the Jacksonvllle, Illinois Courie 
to a description of exerdises eel 
bratlng the centen:q.ial of the . Meth-
odist church at 
Winchester, Ill., 
w h 1 c h occurred 
March 14. Th e 
principal . feature 
of the exercises 
was a pageant il-
lustrating e p i-
sodes in the his-
tory of t h e 
church. The script 
of the pageant 
was written an 
its scenes arrang 
ed by Mrs. Tem-
ple Grout, who 
· will be remem-
w P bered by Grand • • Davies. Forks friends as 
Temple Irwin. The congregation 
showed J.ts· appreciation of the serv-
ices of Mrs. Grout by a vote of 
thanks and a suitable gift. 
* * * J. W. W O L F O R D, OAK 
street, has · relatives in Indiana 
who may be related to the victim 
of one of the notorious recent kid-
napings. One of them, Ad. Urschel, 
is head of the Indiana · Lawrance 
Bank an~ Trust company, of 
Akron, Ind. A friend showed Mr. 
Urschel a ph_oto of a youth which 
he said was a picture of John Dil-
linger, taken in early life. Mr. Ur-
schel looked the picture over and 
said, "Well, you can't expect much 
from anyone with a face like that. 
It has all the characteristics of a 
criminal." When those around him 
laughed he looked more carefully 
and discovered that the picture 
was one of himself, taken years 
ago. 
* * * 
· I HAVEN'T MUCH .FAITH IN 
physiognomy as a · basis for char-
acter reading. Label any ordinary 
. picture with the name of a crim-
. inal · and there are those who will · 
, at once see in it indisputable evi-
l dences ,of wickedness. The eyes 
l are too close together. The mouth 
l has the wrong twist. Something 
ls the matter with every feature. 
, Place a different label on it and the 
L same person will find in it evi-
J dences of poetry, integrity and 
l b~nevolence. 
•* I * * ' 
1 THIS IS NOT TO DENY THAT 
.. there are features ·Which attract .0 
1 
repel, but . the interpretation' place 
on them may be entirely wrong 
" One old fellow whom I knew, wh~ 
could have played the part o 
: Scrooge without make-up, Jitetall 
bubbled over wit~ human kindness. 
A young fellow convicted. of mut-
der by · a Grand ForktJ jury some 
,U\1rty years ago, had a refined, in-
, te1ligent face and a pleuing ex-
. ·presslon. While ~e was under sen-
. tence he dug his way out· of : jail 
and made good· his . escape. After-
-vrard he figured in · several bloody 
affrays, in one of · which he :was 
· killed. He was about as desperate 
as theY, coma, 
. * * * I AM INDEBTED TO 3. LLOYD 
Stone, superintendent of schools at 
Inkster, for ·excerpts from a letter 
from Walt Arne~on, former Gr.and 
Forks golf professional and teach-
er of golf at the . U. N. D. Walt is 
, in Denmark, giving instructions in 
golf, and h~s friends here will be 
· interested in his comments, not 
only . in golf, but on Eropean things 
in general, as he sees them. He 
writes: 
* * * 
"GOLF IS A COMING SPORT 
for- the Danes. . My interests now 
are not confined to Helsingor and 
Copenhagen but to the entire land. 
I anticipate the construction of 
several more courses this coming 
season. A few moments ago I was 
interrupted by . a telephone call 
from Count Holstein who asked for 
a golf lesson this ·afternoon. The 
cou.nt .reminds me of the many in-
.' terestlng people . with ·whom I 
com~ tn ... contact in a ' professional 
way. 
* *· * 
''I HAVE PUPILS WHO RANGE 
from Russian Plebs to barons and 
nobles. One of my Rus~ian friends 
is a ~ember of the Rigsdag (par .. 
liament)-another is . a high official 
in the Landbrugs ministeri ·(min-
ister · of agriculture), a · former 
teacher to the prince of Denmark, 
a captain of the king's guard, a 
representative to the League of Na-
tions, a representative to the 
Hague tribunal, a former Russian 
diplomat · under Czar Nicolus, a 
Swedish actress, a French capital-
ist, a former tennis champ who de-
feated LaCoste, a Siamese engineer, 
a Danish consul to the Canary is-
lands, a Danish consul to Moroc_co, 
an American Ziegfield Follies star, 
etc. A really fascinating collection. 
* '* * 
"IN REFERENCE TO THE 
late civil warfare in Austria it was 
· alleged by government officials 
that the apartment houses in· 
which the Social-Democrats took 
refuge; were built in view of just 
sU'ch a situation. In other words, 
the buildings are on. a fortress-
scheme-the idea of which has 
been );landed down since the days 
of feudalism. It was alleged fur-
ther, by the way, that within .these 
houses there were secreted stores 
of amrnu.nition, guns-yes, even 
cannons-in anticipation of the · 
very thing which occurred. It was 
surprising indeed, how well and 
how lo1;1g these civilians held out 
against . the well · equipped Dollfus-
sia~ forces. This · m~n Dollfuss 
is. quite a fellow, isn't he? I h11-ve 
his picture befor.a ·me; 'tis in this· 
morning's paper. Innocent-looking 
childish, unpretentious, but oh boy 
w~at a manl A . ve.ritable Napoleon. 
It s funny · how a little runt like 
t?at_ can ma).(e such big splashes~ 
I 11 bet you that he sits in. a .high 
chair and has .~is n.apkin tucked 
und_er his collar. I .can see him on , 
a field of battle with an. .all day 
s~cker! Somehow my estimation of 
him has g~na bad, aince . that hor-
rible ~.laughter . in Vienna w}llch, · 
. ·according to: Dollfuss was for the 
'glori and ·pe.aoe ~ Auatdal' . 
. ' * * - . 
"BELIEVE sue ' Ts:mam•s 
trouble brewing 111 :mu~ 1,11 
eat my •hirt. .Par • ~ Sta islty· 
-the Nazis ~d ~1- ~seollnt 
and hls ·apparent ~ltt«.t.tn Au ... 
trla; . Spain and ·,evoluttons· ·Rus-
sia-S~vieta and · Dhi,J.to~.' 'rhls 
world • a cockeyed · wo.ld old f el-
low---and things are going to hap. 
pen before · long· or I JDlss my 
guess." 
* * * WE SHALL HOPE TO HE.AR 
mo.re from Walt later on. 
ONE OF THE MARVELS OF ANSWERING SEVERAL IN 
plant life is the distribution of col-. quiries as to the condition of the 
or in the blossoms. In some blos- tulips, I can report that they are 
soms the color appears as an orig- doing well. The small spikes that 
inal part ot the made their appearance early in 
petals, t h e s e February have responded to the 
showing, even be- varying weather conditions. Stand-
fore opening, all Ing still when lt was cold, and 
the co1or that ls pushing up a little farther on a 
to characte r i z e mild day, until some of them are 
them la.ter on. In now about three inches tall, and 
other cases the broadening out into regular leaves 
color seems to be The late Darwins, which have oc-
the r e s u 1 t of cupied the same space for three 
chemical r e a c- years, were the first to appear, 
.tions which take Earlier bulbs, planted last fall, ar 
'place in the pet- just sending tiny shoots above th 
als on exposure to ground. They will probably catc 
light. A very in- up with the others when 
teresting example spring comes. 
of color distribu- * * * 
W. P. Davies tion is found in SINCE I WROTE THE ITE 
the hyacinth, in which the coloring about snow baths the other day 
material is transmitted mechanical- have had word of the boy who 
ly from the lower part of the plant joined me in that form of enter-
through the stem to the petals. tainment. About my age, he lives 
* * * in Toronto. Our average weight 
BEFORE UNFOLDING THE would be just about right, He 
petals of the h~acinth are almost makes up for what I lack. Last 
colorless, a pale, neutral green, al- week the presence of a visitor from 
though traces of other color are this country reminded him of the 
often found. Examination of the snow bath episode, which he re-
stalks, particularly of the strongly members as clearly as I do. Per-
colored varieties, shows these to be haps he remembers it more dis-
streaked with color, and this color tinctly, for he was the fellow who 
moves quite rapidly up the stem got the scratches. 
into the petals. Often the move- * * * 
ment of the coloring material up WILL F. GIUFFIN, FORMER 
the stalk can be traced easily from local telephone manager at Grand 
day to day, Forks, runs a column of "Odds and 
* * * Ends" in his Wauwatosa, Wiscon-
MY SUCCESS WITH HOUSE sin, News. In that column he 
bulbs has been variable. Several gives the following description of 
years ago I had a fi:llle collection of a deserted house: 
hyacinths and narcissus which * * * 
gave a succession of tine bloom "IN Y O N D E R CORNER, 
through the winter, I tried indoor where a dull sun endeavors to 
tulips two or three ~mes and got break through drab panes, stands 
no blooms whatever, Then the nar- a stove, now rusted, that once dif-
cissus began to blight, and I gave fused warmth and cheer. An in-
them up for a time. Last winter dustrious spider spins Its web, hop-
I planted a few bulbs, which be- Ing to entangle a belated fly. Some-
gan to root, but were very slug- where a door bangs and you are 
gish in their behavior. Tulips pro- startled. On the Rogers avenue 
duced fine blossoms, but without side, where in an alcove there Is an 
any stems at all, and some of the entrance, are huddled crisp brown 
hyacinths bloomed in the same leaves, now·· swirling in the wind, 
manner, close to · the ground. now motionless, but remaining in 
* * * their winter haven as if for a 
I HA VE COME TO THE CON- breath of warmth and companlon-
clusion that the earth which I used ship. Bricks have become loosen-
was too rich. i dumped out what ed from a chimney, and here -and 
was left and repotted with clear there shingles have been dislodged. 
sand. There has · been a decided Also, on the Rogers avenue side, at 
improvement, and I now have the the rear entrance, a window is 
first fairly good hyacinth that ha-s missing. Not even twittering spar-
bloomed this season. Others are rows hover under once friendly 
giving good promise. Of all the eaves. Debris is in the yard wb.er 
plants that I have observed the cared-for flowers grew- possibl~ 
hyacinth ls the · most sensitive to pansies, phlox, hollyhock, roses 
water, or the absence of· it, I and other timid smiles from Above. 
have noticed plants which, if wa- And when the night is still and 
tering was overlooked until the leafless trees throw their skeleton-
earth became fairly dry, drooped like forms athwart a star-sprinkled 
as if they were dead, but which, sky, they but serve to Intensify the 
upon. being freely watered, would utter loneliness and ghostliness of 
freshen and 1tl'11ighten up so rap- a place that tor many years had 
idly that the ' movement was as been a shelter-a place called home. 
plainly visible as the slow pointing It is a deserted house-a rrim 
of a finge~ relic of a day that 
3 NO MATTER WHAT THE 
t weather ls or what the calendar 
1 says, spring· is he:re. Dexter Fel-
lows h a s been 
maki g the 
rounds of the 
New York news-
P a p e r o ffices, 
and that settles 
it. Fellows is. ad-
vance IX1an for 
the · c o m b i ned 
·Ringling and 
Barnum and '3ai-
l e y shows. He 
has held that po-
sition ever . since 
the ·two greatest 
shows .....on earth 
were combined 
and for . years be-
fore that he wa,s advance :rnan for 
Barnum and Balley. He has pre-
. r;eded or accompanied the circus 
all over Europe, e.Il4 he has visited 
· the r.ewepaper Q Ices in every 
. town In tbe thlited States and 
Canada where·the ct,cua bas plant-
ed tts tenta. Each y ar ~ben the 
how oom out of winter quarters 
; lt play.a f()r several weeks in Madi-
. son Square garden, New· York, _and 
when Fello?(s app~~~•, . '-'11th his 
· sllver-moun.t~d cane, to announce 
the opening ot the big show, the 
nMV1paper boys know that spring, 
lf not right here, is immediately 
around the very first corner. 
* * * THE LAST TIME THE BIG 
circus was here it was featuring 
the triple summersault by Cadorna 
and. the aerial spinning act bY his 
wlf e, Lillian Leitzel, who was , so 
small and slight that lt see ed im-
possible that she could perform a 
' feat reCJ,uiring such . tremendous 
.' muscular strength and endurance. 
· I think it was sometime in the 
~- nelt.t yea~ that she . ~as kllle4 'In a 
' fall while performing her act In 
· one of the European continental 
· cities. I have always admired feats 
of skill, in the circus or elsewhere, 
~ but tests of endurance have never 
appealed to me. 
t * * * CIRCUS PRESS.AGENTING IS 
~ an occupation .· all by Itself, and 
; amons those who follow tt there 
is a strong spirit of comradeship. t Many of them ehift from eompany 
1 
to company, and especially in earl-
. ler years their work · was acutely 
competitive. Nevertheless, they 
1 have · always been conscious of a 
strong bond of fellowship-which 
~ is not intended as a pun on Dex-
() ter's name. One of the oldest and 
belt kriown ot the advance men of 
·, years ago was Major Burke, who 
· had 1pent the greater part of a 
8 long life in the circus business. I 
; !!tink his la,st appearance I Grand_ 
.. lt.,orks · was -with the Buffalo Bill 
·• show. Gossipping with him I asked 
fl if he ·knew Fellows. "Fellows!'' he 
:1 exclaimed, Dexter Fellows! Why, I 
.- Dexter's one of my boy~!" And 
e then he proceeded to give me the 
~ story of Fellows! life and to tell me 
what a wonderful boy 1 Dexte:r ·was. 
* * * ~ MAJOR BURKE HAD TRA VEI.,.. 
:i ed all .over the world. At one time 
n he interrupted his circus .career to 
Y serve as special adviser to Chulla, 
_ engkorn, ·king of Siam, who, I think 
s _was the present king's grandfather, 
_ The bold ki"ng was a very progres .. 
~ sive man, and he was ambitious to 
._ have his little country derive every 
l- possible benefit from western civill• 
:I zation. It was quite in keeping 
with his character that he should 
1~ find in the experience of a widely traveled circus man something 
~t which could be made ~eneficial to 
~- his people. 
- * * * 
g AT AN THER TIME MAJOR 
it Burke was conducting a circus 
through Europe ·and had billed per-
r formances in several German cities. 
. Almost at tµe last moment he 
~ found. that the circus would be 
~ barred from entry into Germany 
• ,because of fegulations prohibiting 
the importation of foreign animals 
11 as a measure of protection against 
tt contagious disease. Elephants, cam-
rr els, lions J1nd all the rest of the 
beasts, with the hundreds of horses 
. which provided motive power, all 
·- were barred. Major Burke made a 
t rush trip to Berlin and accomplish-
a. ed what everyone considered the 
~, impossible feat of having the re-
o gu~ations suspended to permit the 
,-
1
. entry ot his animals. This might 
s not have been possible had it not 
been for' the tact that the Kaiser 
and court all . wan ed to see the 
show. · 
* * * DURING A.Nl) IMMEDIATELY 
after the World war, before· Sam-
ual Inaull had built the financial 
pyramids that later collapsed, but 
when he was, nevertheless, at the 
head of many Important enter-
prises. The War Camp Community 
Service had offices in a building 
owned by one of Insull's concerns, 
and In which he had headquarters. 
A clerk in Community Service of-
ten brought her eight-year-old son 
down to the office with her during 
the school vacation, and the young-
ster had the run of the building. 
The building ·was so arranged that 
i:;tra~ger~ had . trouble in finding 
their way ·about, and young Billy, 
roaming about the corridors, was 
oft~n asked the wq to this or that 
office. · · 
* * * THE BOY CONQLUDED 'l"HAT 
somet tng was la.clttng In the 
nianagement of the building, and 
be wexitto lieadquartera about 1~ 
He presented himself at the . In. 
su11 offices, deinandln1 to •• 
''Sam0 InsulL The· clerkl ~ 4 · 
shoo him away, but be would .._o 
be dented. He · eaid he had lm:po 
ant buslne!I to discuss, and he 
would discuss It with no one but 
'Se.m'' Iuull. With some amuse-
Jnent the clerks adm.itted him to 
~e preseuce ot · the sreat man. 
There l;le ~xplalned that peoplt 
ba~ a good . deal ot trouble findln1 
places ln the . buildi;n.g, and that 
there oug;itt . to be someone to show 
them around. He propoaJed to take 
, on that duty himself. Gravely Mr. 
ilrusull installed :Silly as door man, 
usher and guide, at a salary of 
several cent-1 1.1, week. Inf ormlng his 
mother that he. had a job, Billy 
<iecked himself out in a club uni--
form that he liad worn, and for 
some time thereafter he guided 
strangers through tb.e mazea of 
the building • 
THE MOON, TRAVELING EVERYONE · KNOWS ABO 
slowly around the earth from west dry moons and wet moons.· The 
to east, makes a complete circuit dry moon is the one which lies on 
In 29.53 days. As February usually its back, as it were, concave side 
has 28 days, and uppermost, so that it w111 hold wa-
never more than ter. The wet moon is the one whi~h 
29, on this basis is tilted so that water will run. out. 
there should be There are those who interpret the 
many Februarys signs fn juat the opposite way, but 
without a f u 11 it ought to be perfectly plain that 
·moon, a n d it when the moon is in such a. position 
should be impos- as to hold water without spilling 
sible for two full any out, not much rain. can fall 
moons to occur in until the moon changes. 
that month. Cer- * * * 
ta 1 n irregulari- THEN · THE RE ARE THE 
ties, however, oc- warm moon and the cold moon, 
cur In the motion concerning which there is ao much 
of the moon with confusion that I am not prepared 
reference to sun to say which is the correct theory. 
and earth, and According to one school the weath-
w. P. Davies these upset the er will be cold while the moon fs 
theoretical calcu- ·far south, while another group 
Iations. The little "Pathfinder" hold just the contrary. In this part 
magazine quotes as follows from of ·the world during recent years 
an old book of msicellaneous in- we have had dry wea.ther regard-
formation by one Hotaling: Jes, of the moon, and we have had 
"The month of February, 1866, cold weather in the winter and hot 
was the most remarkable in the in the summer, no matter whether 
world's history. It had no full the moon :was hi.gh or low in the 
moon . .January had two full moons, heavens .. 
and so had March, but February " . · ~ * ~ 
had none. It had not occurred SCIENTlgTS H A V E BEEN 
since the creation of the world. It puzzling over the case of the lad 
will not occur agatn, according to who consumed a pack or so of as-
the computation of astronomers, sorted hardware, carpet tacks, 
for 2,500,000 years." wire, nails and so forth, for no rea-
. * * * son at all that she could assign. 
-MR HOT AT _TMG WHOEVER Somewhere Dickens tells of a man 
• . ~"'~ ' took issue with the statement of 
he · was, seems to have got hold of certain medical · authorities that 
· the wrong. set of figures. The Path- nobody could eat a dozen erum-
flnder points out that this year, pets-I think it was a dozen. The 
J 1984, February had no full moon, man insisted that t~e thing could 
· and neither had February, _ 1915• be done, but he couldn't get any-
> In each case the last full moon in one to agree with him. It preyed on 
• .January occurred on the thirty- his mind. He resolved to demon-
~ first and the next on March 1. The strate that he was right. He order ... 
record would probably s~ow that ed an Immense lot of crumpets, ate 
3 this has occurred. man1 times. the required dozen, and then sever-
* * * al more for good measure. It killed 
,. A FEBRUARY WITH TWO him, but he demonstrated the 
: full moons is a different matter, soundness of his convictioii. When 
' when the longest February has I read the story I had never heard 
l only 29 days and the theoretical of cru1'-1)ets, but the dictionary 
1 time between full moons ls 29.53 told ma :'that they are of the nature 
t days. My friend, Jim Caldwell, of pancakes, or fritters. 
1 who farmed and bought grain at * * * 
Manvel for more years then some .~CCORDING .TO AN 'INVESTI-
people can remember, says that gation conducted recently, of 1,000 
there is a record of a February motor accidents in which pedes-
. with two full moons, and he re- trians were killed, ,some 600 were 
members when it was widely com- caused by the victims walking into 
mented on In Canada. He wants traffic from behind parked cars 
to know if anyone else remembers or other screens. The rest were 
it, and while he has given me the dfstributed among a dozen causes. 
date he had charged me to keep it Of the pedestrians killed on high-
under my hat until there ls time ways twice as many were walkin 
for -replies. Does anyone recall the with traffic as the number walkin 
phenomenon? against it. , 
P. R. FtELDs HAS A DOG consciou;- 1'fiy the public wants l 
that seems to have a decided opin- to attend a broadcast I really don't 
ion about the effectiveness of ad- know; they can't hear in the studio 
vertising. Several times of late the as well as at home-that isn't ra-
animal has turned dio. I think right now too many 
up missing, and radio entertainers are playing to 
each time an ad- the studio audience; they are for-
vertisement h a s getting the great big ;radio audi-
been inserted in ence outside. It seems to me as a 
the Herald ask- listener that some of the perform-
ing for its return. ers get too intimate with the vist-
Each time, im- ble adience and the, unseen audi-
mediately upon ence resents it; so, to avoid that 
the publication of error I have gone to a smaller 
the ad. the dog studio. For me it ls better." 
has returned vo- * * * 
luntarily, f r om I SUPPOSE THE MOST POP-
nobody kn ow s ular mathematical puzzle given to 
where. Yet there the public is the original "How old 
are those who in- is Ann r" puzzle generally attribut-
sist that dogs are ed to ~arold Lloyd. In attempts 
unable to reason. at improvement several variations 
* * * and elaborations of the original 
A FEW WEEKS AGO WILL have recently appeared, but they 
Rogers, who had been broadcasting do not click. The old puzzle, which 
over the radio before a large studio drops out of sight every once in 
audience, spoke from the privacy a while and is revived and started -· 
· · of a small studio room, saying that on another round, is as follows: 
what he had to say was very confi- * * * 
dential, and he didn't want all those MARY IS 24 YEARS OLD. 
people in the auditorium to hear it. :Mary is twice as old as AJ1n was 
His following broadcasts, until he when Mary was as old as Ann is 
went off the air, were delivered in now. How old ls Ann?. 
, similar privacy. - * * * 
* * * THAT PUZZLE REPRESENTS 
IT WAS INTERESTING TO SEE the maximum of simplicity in the 
just a little later two famous broad- number and statement of its terms, 
casters, George Cohan and John in the ease with which it can be 
Charles Thomas, quoted in the same solved without the aid of pencil 
issue of the New York Times on or paper, and in the difficulty 
-, the subject of broadcasting before which most persons find in trying 
L a visible audience. Both opposed to keep its elements straight. The 
the practice on the ground that preparation of a puzzle containing 
1 with a studio audience present the many terms and a lot of involved 
r broadcaster was likely to add.ress statements is easy. But to present 
. himself too much to that audience, one at once so simple and so con-
to the impairment of his effective- fusing is a triumph of the puzzle-
ness with the larger radio audience maker's art. I 
for whom the program is intended. * * * 
* * • :T. H. GRIFFIN SENDS LATE 
COHAN TRIED BROADCAST- copies of ·Florida papers, and en- . 
, ing before a studio audiencet but closed in the bundle is a folder , 
abandoned the practice. He found about motor trips through Virginia, 
· that applause, giggles and staring from which I gather that J"im is 
: faces took his attention off the working his way north, or intends 
manuscript. As to the studio audi-. to do so before Ion. If he postpones 
ence itself, he thinks that seeing his tour of Virginia until a little 
the wheels go round destroys the later he \ will reach that state in 
illusion which is a part of the apple blo~om time, when it must 
show and puts a damper on the. i~ .. ·1:>e a sight to behold, to say noth-
agination. He says: , ing of the historic associations, 
* * * · reaching away back to Captain 
"I JUST COUDN'T STAND FOR J"ohn Smith, and through the Rev-
a studio audience; it made me self- olutlon and the Civil war. 
ON SATURDA.Y, :MAR.OH 24, 
l>r. Charles N. Bell, of Winnipeg, 
called that on the same. day of 
the month, fifty-six years p~fore, 
, he had arrived 
at the port o~ 
Winnipeg as a 
pa.ssezwer on the 
. steamer Manito-
ba, Captain Alex 
Griggs command-
ing. · That· was 
the first · trip of 
the . season, and 
through succeed-
ing years it re-
mained the ear-
liest opening of 
· navigation on the 
Red river. ·The 
next earliest, ac-
w. ~. Davies cording to Dr. 
Bell, was the previous year, ·1877,· 
when the Manitoba arrived at 
Winnipeg on April 23. Thus the 
season openecl iii 1878 a full month 
earlier than in any other year. 
. * * * 
SEARCHING A FILE OF THE 
Winnipeg Free Press Dr• Bell 
found a r~cord. of the arrival of 
the boat on which h~ was a. pas-
senger,. with. a· Qomplete passenger 
list. 'l'be doctor thinks that no 
other member of that company is 
now·· uving. Captain Griggs report-
ed the river free from lee all the 
· way from Grand Forks. ·Telegraph 
, dispatches had reported the steam-
, er on her way from Grana :trorks, 
but Captain Griggs, arriving in.the 
' early morning · surprised the Win-
nipeg people by navigating his ship 
to her berth without even the toot 
l of a whistle. The boat was tied up 
~ In the Asslnlbolne, about where the 
1 Main street bridge crosses that 
• stream today. · 
' * * * DR. BELL CAME TO· THE 
· northwest as a ·cadet · of the. Wot.:. 
· sley expedition which had · been 
· sent out to suppre·ss the Riel rebel:-
lion of the middle seventies. Louis 
Riel, heading a company of ·disaf-
feCrted whites and mixed-bloods, 
· for a time . in possession of 
1 w t there was ot the city of Win-
., Iijp , then known as. Fort Garry, 
•nd: establJshed a .provisional gov-
ent ent there. George .B. Win-
' ater of Grand Forks, was 
i at ~ott Garry at the time of the 
outl>teak, and It was while he was 
. there tbat the murder-or execu-
tion-of S~ot took. place, stirring 
seiitunent through eastern Cana_da. 
* * * . 
· BIEL SEEMS TO HA VE BEEN 
• botn an insurgent. In 1849 his 
father, other Louis, led a revolt 
against the Hudson's 13ay com-
pany. In the seventies the son 
•ded tlle rebellio wJ>.ich w:as 
suppressed by :Wolsley. Escaping 
upon the arrival of the. troops, he . 
'\ returned after a few years . and 
· · was not· molested. $evera1 times 
=- he was elected ;to the dominion 
, parliament,. but he was not permit-
ted to take ht11 sea~ In 1884-SlS he 
lieaded anothe,: rebellion which 
was suppressed by Canadian forces, 
ehfefly the 90th battalion o! Win-
nipeg, · of which Dr. Campbell, of 
- Grand Forks, then a youth was a. 
.r member. Following that _episode ! Riel ~was captured, ti:led . for trea-. 
.1" son· ·and executed. · 
. . * * * ··· 
-' . PRESmENT · STENIO '7IN-
cent, of Haitl, arrived ·in New York 
· the other day, and · was saluted 
· with the cannonade with which 
the heads . '()f toreign governments 
-are granted. During the Coolidge 
· ~dmlnistration his predecessor, 
· President Borno arrived in New 
· York, and not a gun was fired ln 
his honor. Haiti is . only. a little 
country, but its president as the 
head of a sovereign state, · ls _ en-
, titled to the same · courtiesies 
· : that 11re given· th~ head of the 
most powerful nation in the world. 
· Omission of the salute In this case 
· brought insistent Inquiries from 
Washington, as the military people 
in New York had .been notified of 
the ~reign guest's arrival and had 
,:7 r 
been expected to do the honors in 
the ~ual way. · 
·* * * IT DEVELOPED THAT THE 
officer in charge of the port had 
given the necessary order to his 
next -in rank, who had transmitted 
'it t.o -his subordinate, and so on 
down the line. and . the man who 
was · to ·have done the shooting had 
forgotten all about it. Mr. Borno 
was good-natured about it and had 
a good visit in Washington. But 
wh~n 11:e left the country also by 
way of New York, the usual salute 
was fired . in his honor. · Imperative 
orders had been issµed to the com-
mandant,· his next In rank, and all 
the subordinates in order, not only 
to transmit the proper orders to 
their respective subordinates, but 
to . be. present in person to see that 
the. o.rders. were . carried out. They 
were all there, from general down 
to .corP.oral. 
·* * * THERE AR~ SOME THINGS 
which it ls just as well to keep to 
one's self, but if one has something 
go.od to_ say about a friend it is a 
pretty good thing to tell him about 
it while he is .. living. That is the 
theme of :the following · verses by 
Nellie Chapin :eurn:s, of Crookston, 
which appeared rec~tly in Pat-
ton's, Monthly: 
... .._; 
-·---~--·..-,,- ~:. . . ~ 
!!.'ELL HIM NOVI. 
If with pleasure you are viewing 
Any· work a man ls doing, 
If you like it or approve it, tell him 
now. 
Don't withhold your approbation, 
Till the parson makes oration 
And he lies with snow-white lllles 
on his · brow; 
For no matter how you shout it, 
He won't hear a word about it; 
He won't · know how many tear- · 
drops you ·have shed. 
1t you think some praise is due 
him.; . 
Now's the time to give ft to hlm; 
He can't read what's on his tom-
stone when he's dead. 
More than fame and more than 
. . money ... . 
Is the. coip.ment kind . and sunny,. 
And the ·hearty, warm approval .of 
. a friend; . · 
For ft gives . his life e. savor, 
And it makes him stronger, braver, 
And it. gives him heart and spirit 
to the end; 
If he .earns · your praise, bestow tt, 
Now's the-time to let him know ft; 
Let· 'the words of true encourage-
ment be said · · 
Do not _wait till . life is over, · 
And he's underneath the clover; 
He can't read what's on his tomb-
stone when he's dead. 
CONSIDERABLE ~IGHT IS well into third "'century. 
shed on the history of a territory Among these · are· green ash, bur 
by its trees. In California there oak, American . elm · and white 
are trees over 3,000 years old, · ·the birch.~· Several . of these trees are 
. age being deter- th~ee feet in . diameter. Their age 
mined by count- lfas been determined by boring 
ing the r . i n g,s with a specially . constructed augur 
which mark tlie and counting the rings on the ex-
annual g r o wt h. tracted cores. The trees on the is-
The size a n d land are larger and older than any 
condition of these found .elsewhere in the neighbor-
r in g s · indicates hood. ·· This is attributed · to the 
something of the protection · from fire · given the is-
weather and oth- land trees, while those in the open 
er con di t Ions were . often · swept by fires. 
w h i ·· c h existed * * * 
during the forma- THE CITY OF CINCINNATI IS 
tion · of the · re- situated on the Ohio· river, in which 
spectlve r 1 n g s. there is always water. But when 
The tree thus be- the city . built its first waterworks 
comes a itvlng plant the intake was' placed in Deer 
W. P. Davies. book to which creek, a small tributary, in order 
new pages are added year by year. to· escape the sewage . that flowed 
A Manitoba naturalist who. has down the Ohio. Many years ago 
made an extensive study of the a distme·ry near- the · mouth of Deer 
subject has been unable to find creek burned, and , · thousands of 
trees In the Red river valley more barrels of whisky burst and their 
than 150 years old, or eyidence that contents rari ,fnto the creek. Al-
other forests have preceded the though the intake was away above 
ones now. in existence. His · con.clu• the distillery, the people of Cincin-
sion is that all the forest growth in . natl were treated next day to a 
the valley is of quite recent or- species of highball, exasperating..; 
igin. It seems that there must be ly mild, but with the true flavor, 
factors which he . has overlooked, nevertheless. 
otherwise w~ should have to con- . . * * * 
elude that about 150 years ago the THE COND.ITIONS . APPROXI-
Red river flowed .between banks mated those at · Grarid Forks. ·Nor-
. destitute of trees. many the flow of the ·creek was 
* * * sufficient to · clear the stream and 
THIS IS NOT BORNE OUT BY k~ep the water pure, but· there 
what is known of the history of the were times when the Ohio · rose 
valley. About the beginning ()f the faster than the creek, and then,the 
last century AI~xander Hen:ry ex ... river water was forced back into 
plored the Red. river valley and the creek, . together . with whatever 
wrote of ~ts timber belts, and long of sewage .. or whisky it might con- · 
before then the Hudson'EJ Bay com- taln. 
pany made use of the river for , . * * * 
transpo~tation purposes. The trees AT GRAND FORKS WE HAVE 
along the river were utilized in the solved the problem partially and 
building of houses and for other temporarily by · building a dam 
purposes. Though there may be across the Red Lake river just be-
no living trees older than : 150 low the intake, thus preventing the 
years,. and no stumps or other evi- back-flow of contaminated water 
dences of earlier growth, there was, from the Red river. · But the Cin-
nevertheless, ·an . earlier growth, cinnati Enquirer , points out that 
whose remains may have become fo,r Cincinnati as for ·:an other cit-
so mingled with the soil as to be ies, the practice of dumping sew-
indistingulshable. age into streams must be stopped. 
* * It may be said in passing that the 
IN THE TURTLE MOUNTAINS local Red Lake river dam is serv-
there are trees older than any that ing its purpose wen. It is impos-
seem to have been found in the sible for sewage from either Grand 
Red river valley. On Masonic is- Forks or East Grand Forks to get 
land in Lake Metlgoshe which are into the .intake . of either city. 
A WRITER IN THE WINNI- moons, however, ls a greater rar-
peg Tribune sees possibilltles of a ity, and I am holding my friend 
new industry for the northern Jim Caldwell for the statement 
prairie states and provinces in the that there was one such Febru-
fact that Russian ary. I haven't looked it up. 
experimenters * * * 
have discovered SEVERAL FRIENDS HAVE · 
that the ostrich, asked me if, during my residence · 
though , a native of half a ,century in the northwest, 
of South Africa, I ever saw dust storms worse than 
can withstand the some of those during the past few . 
wi ter climate of days. :My answer ls that I don't 
northern Russia, know. The usual tendency ls to 
and birds for think of the storms of long ago as 
s t o c k i n g the bigger · and better-or worse-than 
steppes are now anything in recent times, but it is 
being b re d in not easy to make accurate com-
Moscow. T h e parlsons. The same stQrm whether 
writer sees no of dust or snow, has a different ap-
reason why, if pearance· when viewed in town and 
the birds can ex- in the .open country. In town trees 
w. P. Davies 1st in northern and buildings break the force of 
Russia they should not thrive in the wind and lessen the effect of . 
Manitoba or adjacent territory. Ac- the storm. . 
cording to the story from Moscow * * * 
it has been ascertained that the FROM THE APPEARANCE OF 
thick layer · of fat under the akin things in town I imagine that in 
of the ostrich, which protects the the open country especially where 
bird from the fierce heat of the the soil ls light, the ~ air must have 
tropics, protects it equally from the been as thick with dust the other 
cold of northern regions. Who day as in any of the storms that 
knows that we may not yet see os- old-timers can recall. As to vlsi-
trlch farms all over the northwest? bllity, I can recall dust storms in 
* * * which It was impossibl~ . to see 50 
USUALLY WE THINK 01' .THE· !eet in any direction, and in which 
camel as a tropical aninial, and it was necessary to keep lamps 
associate lt with the blistering lighted during the day. 
heat of the Sahara and Arabian * * * 
deserts. But camels are used ex- THE RECENT STORMS, OF 
tensively ln Siberia, and caravans which there were several, seem to 
of these animals bring down to have been unique in the distance 
India bales of wool from Tibet, the from which most of the dust came. 
very "roof ot the world," which ls The earlier storms, as they are now 
continually swept by winds of al- recalled, ca~e later in the season, 
most polar frigidity. Somebody when the fields were thawed to 
the depth of several inches and 
should t~ a setting of osti;lch eggs well dried out. Wind mucn· strong-
here. * * * er than In the recent storms loos-
ened and picked up this surface 
I MADE A SLIP THE OTHER soil and sometimes piled it into· 
day in attributing to Harold Lloyd huge drifts. The dust was mostly 
the "How old is Ann'' puzzle. Of of local origin. · 
course Sam Lloyd was meant. H~r- * * *" 
old ls the chap who used to climb IN OUR LATE STORMS THE f 
up and down the sides of buildings dust seems to have been brought 
for the movies.. . . .... ~-- i chiefly from. great distances. Local-
* * * ly the earth is still frozen except 
M. L HILLIGOSS, 626 NORpl at the very surface, and there is 
Fourth street, thinks that the year not much loose soil to move. Pre-
1866 was one in which February sumably much .of the dust brought 
had no full moon. He was born by the south wind came- from 
in tha,t year and remembers hear- South Dakota, while the north 
Ing that month · called the moon- wind brought clouds of it from 
less month. As was pointed, out, Saskatchewan. A few days ago D. 
this is not as rare an event as R. Green, in a conversation with 
· seems once to have been supposed. a friend in Cavalier, was told that " 
Several moonless Februarys have a great dust cloud was approach- , 
,, occurred within the past century ing Cavalier from the north, and 
ti or so, last month being one ' of that ft. would probably reach Grand 
. them. Full moons are a little .over Forks before long. It did, with a 
.- 29 days apart, therefore in any vengeance. All the dust in the old 
e year except leap year, if a full storms seems to have been kicked 
a moon occurs late on January 31 up locally, while in these later 
· d there can be no full moon ln Feb- storms the dust has come frtsm ev-
ruary. A February with two full erywhere. a . 
